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Abstract
We prove an integral formula computing multiplicities of square-integrable repre-
sentations relative to Galois pairs over p-adic fields and we apply this formula to verify
two consequences of a conjecture of Dipendra Prasad. One concerns the exact compu-
tation of the multiplicity of the Steinberg representation and the other the invariance
of multiplicities by transfer among inner forms.
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Introduction
Let F be a p-adic field (that is a finite extension of Qp for a certain prime number p)
and H be a connected reductive group over F . Let E{F be a quadratic extension and set
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G :“ RE{FHE where RE{F denotes Weil’s restriction of scalars (so that GpF q “ HpEq). To
every complex smooth irreducible representation π of GpF q and every continuous character
χ of HpF q we associate a multiplicity mpπ, χq (which is always finite by [18] Theorem 4.5)
defined by
mpπ, χq :“ dimHomHpπ, χq
where HomHpπ, χq stands for the space of pHpF q, χq-equivariant linear forms on (the space
of) π. Recently, Dipendra Prasad [43] has proposed very general conjectures describing this
multiplicity in terms of the Langlands parameterization of π, at least for representations
belonging to the so-called ‘generic’ L-packets. These predictions, which generalize earlier
conjectures of Jacquet ([27], [28]), are part of a larger stream that has come to be called the
‘local relative Langlands program’ and whose main aim is roughly to describe the ‘spectrum’
of general homogeneous spherical varieties X “ HzG over local fields in terms of Langlands
dual picture and correspondence. In the paper [44], and under the assumption that G is split,
Sakellaridis and Venkatesh set up a very general framework to deal with these questions
by introducing a certain complex reductive group GˇX associated to the variety X, which
generalizes Langlands construction of a dual group, together with a morphism GˇX Ñ Gˇ
(actually, in the most general case, this should also include an extra SL2 factor) which,
according to them, should govern a great part of the spectral decomposition of L2pHzGq
(see [44] Conjecture 16.2.2). In a similar way, in the case where G “ RE{FHE as above
(note that such a group is never split) Prasad introduces a certain L-group LHop (further
explanations on this notation are given below) and a morphism LHop Ñ LG which should
govern, on the dual side, the behavior of the multiplicities mpπ, χq for a very particular
quadratic character χ (denoted by ωH,E below) that has also been defined by Prasad. The
main goal of this paper is to present some coarse results supporting Prasad’s very precise
conjectures in the particular case of stable (essentially) square-integrable representations.
In the rest of this introduction we will recall the part of Prasad’s conjecture that we are
interested in as well as the two consequences of it that we have been able to verify. We will
also say some words on the proofs which are based on a certain simple local trace formula
adapted to the situation and which takes its roots in Arthur’s local trace formula ([4]) as
well as in Waldspurger’s work on the Gross-Prasad conjecture for orthogonal groups ([46],
[47]).
Prasad associates a number of invariants to the situation at hand. First, he constructs a
certain quadratic character ωH,E : HpF q Ñ t˘1u as well as a certain quasi-split group Hop
over F which is an E{F form of the quasi-split inner form of H . We refer the reader to
[43]§7-8 for precise constructions of those and content ourself to give three examples here:
• If H “ GLn, then Hop “ Upnqqs (quasi-split form) and ωH,E “ pηE{F ˝ detqn`1 where
ηE{F is the quadratic character associated to E{F ;
• If H “ Upnq (a unitary group of rank n), then Hop “ GLn and ωH,E “ 1;
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• If H “ SOp2n ` 1q (any odd special orthogonal group), then Hop “ SOp2n ` 1qqs
(the quasi-split inner form) and ωH,E “ ηE{F ˝Nspin where Nspin : SOp2n ` 1qpF q Ñ
Fˆ{pFˆq2 denotes the spin norm.
To continue we need to restrict slightly the generality by only considering characters χ that
are of ‘Galois type’ i.e. which are in the image of a map constructed by Langlands
H1pWF , ZpHˇqq Ñ HomcontpHpF q,C
ˆq
This map is always injective (because F is p-adic) but not always surjective (although it is
most of the time, e.g. if H is quasi-split). We refer the reader to [37] for further discussion
on these matters. The character ωH,E is always of Galois type and, to every character χ of
Galois type of HpF q, Prasad associates a certain ‘Langlands dual group’ Hopχ which sits in a
short exact sequence
1Ñ Hˇop Ñ Hopχ ÑWF Ñ 1
together with a group embedding ι : Hopχ ãÑ
LG (where LG denotes the L-group of G)
compatible with the projections to WF and algebraic when restricted to Hˇop. In the partic-
ular case where χ “ ωH,E, we have Hopχ “
LHop and ι is the homomorphism of quadratic
base-change.
Remark 1 Although the short exact sequence above always splits, there does not necessarily
exist a splitting preserving a pinning of Hˇop and hence Hopχ is not always an L-group in the
usual sense.
Let WDF :“ WF ˆ SL2pCq be the Weil-Deligne group of F . An ‘L-parameter’ taking
values inHopχ is defined as usual: a continuous Frobenius semi-simple morphismWDF Ñ H
op
χ
which commutes with the projections toWF and is algebraic when restricted to SL2pCq. We
are now ready to state (a slight generalization of) the stable version of Prasad’s conjecture
for square-integrable representations:
Conjecture 1 Let φ : WDF Ñ
LG be a discrete L-parameter, ΠGpφq Ď IrrpGq the corre-
sponding L-packet and Πφ “
ÿ
πPΠGpφq
dpπqπ the stable representation associated to φ. Then,
we have
mpΠφ, χq “ |ker
1pF ;H,Gq|´1
ÿ
ψ
|Zpφq|
|Zpψq|
where
• The sum is over the set of ‘L-parameters’ ψ : WDF Ñ H
op
χ (taken up to Hˇ
op-conj)
making the following diagram commute up to Gˇ-conj, i.e. there exists g P Gˇ such that
ι ˝ ψ “ gφg´1,
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Hopχ _
ι

WDF
ψ
;;
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
① φ // LG
• ker1pF ;H,Gq :“ Ker pH1pF,Hq Ñ H1pF,Gqq (corresponds to certain twists of the pa-
rameter ψ that become trivial in LG);
• Zpφq :“ CentGˇpφq{ZpGˇq
WF and Zpψq :“ CentHˇoppψq{ZpHˇ
opqWF
As we said, this is only part of Prasad’s general conjectures which aim to describe (almost) all
the multiplicities mpπ, χq explicitly. This version of the conjecture (and far more) is known
in few particular cases: for H “ GLpnq by Kable and Anandavardhanan-Rajan ([29], [1]),
for H “ Upnq by Feigon-Lapid-Offen ([21]) and for H “ GSpp4q by Hengfei Lu ([39]). The
following theorems are both formal consequences of Conjecture 1 and are the main results
of this paper (see Theorem 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.7.1):
Theorem 1 Let H, H 1 be inner forms over F , G :“ RE{FH, G
1 :“ RE{FH
1 and χ, χ1
characters of Galois type of HpF q and H 1pF q corresponding to each other (i.e. coming from
the same element in H1pWF , ZpHˇqq “ H
1pWF , ZpHˇ
1qq). Let Π, Π1 be (essentially) square-
integrable representations of GpF q and G1pF q respectively which are stable (but not necessarily
irreducible) and transfer of each other (i.e. ΘΠpxq “ ΘΠ1pyq for all stably conjugate regular
elements x P GregpF q and y P G
1
regpF q where ΘΠ, ΘΠ1 denote the Harish-Chandra characters
of Π and Π1 respectively). Then, we have
mpΠ, χq “ mpΠ1, χ1q
Theorem 2 For π “ StpGq the generalized Steinberg representation of GpF q and χ a char-
acter of Galois type we have
mpStpGq, χq “
"
1 if χ “ ωH,E
0 otherwise
Theorem 2 also confirms an older conjecture of Prasad ([42], Conjecture 3) which was al-
ready known for split groups and tamely ramified extensions by work of Broussous-Courtès
and Courtès ([12], [15], [16]) and for inner forms of GLn by work of Matringe ([40]). The
proof of Broussous and Courtès is mainly based on a careful study of the geometry of the
building whereas Matringe’s work uses some Mackey machinery. Our approach is completely
orthogonal to theirs and is based on a certain integral formula computing the multiplicity
mpπ, χq in terms of the Harish-Chandra character of π. This formula is reminiscent and
inspired by a similar result of Waldspurger in the context of the so-called Gross-Prasad con-
jecture ([46], [47]). It can also be seen as a ‘twisted’ version (‘twisted’ with respect to the
non-split extension E{F ) of the orthogonality relations between characters of discrete series
due Harish-Chandra ([14], Theorem 3). It can be stated as follows (see Theorem 5.1.1):
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Theorem 3 Let π be a square-integrable representation of GpF q and χ be a continuous
character of HpF q. Assume that χ and the central character of π coincide on AHpF q (the
maximal split central torus in HpF q). Then, we have
mpπ, χq “
ż
ΓellpHq
DHpxqΘπpxqχpxq
´1dx
where Θπ denotes the Harish-Chandra character of π (a locally constant function on GregpF q),
DH is the usual Weyl discriminant and ΓellpHq stands for the set of regular elliptic conjugacy
classes in HpF q :“ HpF q{AHpF q equipped with a suitable measure dx.
Theorem 1 is an easy consequence of this formula and Theorem 2 also follows from it with
some extra work. Let us give an outline of the proof of Theorem 2 assuming Theorem 3. For
notational simplicity we will assume that H is semi-simple. We have the following explicit
formula for the character of the Steinberg representation (see §5.5 for a reminder)
DGpxq1{2ΘStpGqpxq “
ÿ
P0ĎP“MU
p´1qaP´aP0
ÿ
tyPMpF q; y„conjxu{M´conj
DMpyq1{2δP pyq
1{2
where P0 is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G and we refer the reader to the core of the
paper for other unexplained notations which are however pretty standard. Plugging this
explicit formula in Theorem 3 and rearranging somewhat the terms we get
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
pM,P q{conj
p´1qaP´aP0
ż
ΓellpMq
DMpxqχpxq´1dx
where the sum runs over the HpF q-conjugacy classes of pairs pM, P q with
• M an elliptic twisted Levi subgroup of H by which we mean an algebraic subgroup of
H with trivial split center such that RE{FME is a Levi subgroup of G;
• P a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi component RE{FME.
Using a particular case of Harish-Chandra orthogonality relations between characters of
discrete series ([14] Theorem 3), we can show that (see §5.6)ż
ΓellpMq
DMpxqχpxq´1dx “ pχ|M, 1q
where χ|M denotes the restriction of χ to MpF q, 1 the trivial character of MpF q and p., .q
denotes the natural scalar product on the space of virtual characters of MpF q. Then, in
the above expression for mpStpGq, χq, we can group together pairs pM, P q according to their
stable conjugacy classes ending up with an equality
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
pM,P q{stab
p´1qaP´aP0 |ker1pF ;M, Hq|pχ|M, 1q
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where ker1pF ;M, Hq :“ Ker pH1pF,Mq Ñ H1pF,Hqq, a set which naturally parametrizes
conjugacy classes inside the stable conjugacy class of pM, P q. Set Hab for the quotient of
HpF q by the common kernel of all the characters of Galois type (in case H is quasi-split it
is just the abelianization of HpF q) and let Mab denote, for all elliptic twisted Levi M, the
image of MpF q in Hab. Then, using Frobenius reciprocity, the last identity above can be
rewritten as the equality between mpStpGq, χq and¨˝
χ,
ÿ
pM,P q{stab
p´1qaP´a
∣
∣ker1pF ;M, Hq
∣
∣ IndHabMabp1q
‚˛
and thus Theorem 2 is now equivalent to the following identity in the Grothendieck group
of Hab:
ÿ
pM,P q{stab
p´1qaP´a
∣
∣ker1pF ;M, Hq
∣
∣ IndHabMabp1q “ ωH,E(0.0.1)
The proof of this identity in general is rather long and technical (see Proposition 5.4.1), so
we content ourself (again) with giving two examples here:
• If H “ GLn, we have Hab “ Fˆ and ωH,E “ η
n`1
E{F . If n is odd, M “ H is the only
elliptic twisted Levi and then 0.0.1 reduces to 1 “ 1. On the other hand, if n is even
there are two (stable) conjugacy classes of pairs pM, P q:
M0 “ P0 “ H and M1 “ GLn{2pEq Ď P1 “
ˆ
GLn{2pEq ˚
GLn{2pEq
˙
we have M0,ab “ Hab “ Fˆ ĄM1,ab “ NpEˆq and 0.0.1 reduces to the identity
IndF
ˆ
NpEˆq1´ 1 “ ηE{F
• For H “ Upnq (a unitary group of rank n) we have Hab “ KerNE{F and ωH,E “ 1.
In this case, stable conjugacy classes of pairs pM, P q are parametrized by (ordered)
partitions pn1, . . . , nkq of n as follows:
pn1, . . . , nkq ÞÑM “ Upn1q ˆ . . .ˆ Upnkq Ď P “
¨˚
˝GLn1pEq ˚ ˚. . . ˚
GLnkpEq
‹˛‚
Moreover, |ker1pF ;M, Hq| “ 2k´1 and Mab “ Hab for all M as above. Thus, in this
case 0.0.1 reduces to the following combinatorial identity
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ÿ
pn1,...,nkq
n1`...`nk“n
p´1qn´k2k´1 “ 1
As we said, for its part, Theorem 3 is a consequence of a certain simple local trace formula
adapted to the situation and to the proof of which most of the paper is devoted. Let us
state briefly the content of this formula by assuming again, for simplicity, that the group H
is semi-simple. Starting with a function f P C8c pGpF qq, we consider the following expression
in two variables
K
χ
f px, yq :“
ż
HpF q
fpx´1hyqχphq´1dh, x, y P GpF q
This function is precisely the kernel of the operator on L2pHpF qzGpF q, χq given by convo-
lution by f . Formally, the trace of such an operator should be given by the integral of this
kernel over the diagonal that is
Jχpfq :“
ż
HpF qzGpF q
K
χ
f px, xqdx
Unfortunately, in general the convolution operator given by f isn’t of trace-class and the
above expression diverges. Nevertheless, we can still restrict our attention to some ‘good’
space of test functions for which the above integral is absolutely convergent. Recall, following
Waldspurger [46], that the function f is said to be strongly cuspidal if for all proper parabolic
subgroups P “MU Ĺ G we have ż
UpF q
fpxuqdu “ 0
for all x P MpF q. We also say, following Harish-Chandra [23], that f is a cusp form if
the above kind of integrals vanish for all x P GpF q (thus, and contrary to what we might
guess, being a cusp form is stronger than being strongly cuspidal). Actually, it will be
more convenient for us to work with functions that are not necessarily compactly supported:
we will take f in the so-called Harish-Chandra-Schwartz space (see §1.3 for a reminder)
denoted by CpGpF qq. The notions of strong cuspidality and of cusp forms extend verbatim
to this bigger space. The following theorem, whose proof is scattered all over this paper (see
Theorem 2.1.1, Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 4.1.1), is our main technical result:
Theorem 4 Let f P CpGpF qq be a strongly cuspidal function. Then, the expression defining
Jχpfq is absolutely convergent (see Theorem 2.1.1) and we have:
(i) (see Theorem 4.1.1) A geometric expansion
Jχpfq “
ż
ΓellpHq
DHpxqΘfpxqχpxq
´1dx
where the function Θf is defined using weighted orbital integrals of Arthur (see §1.6);
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(ii) (see Theorem 3.1.1) If f is moreover a cusp form, a spectral expansion
Jχpfq “
ÿ
πPIrrsqrpGq
mpπ, χqTraceπ_pfq
where IrrsqrpGq denotes the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible square-integrable
representations of GpF q and for all π P IrrsqrpGq, π
_ is the smooth contragredient of π.
We prove this theorem by following closely the general method laid down by [46], [47]
and [11]. In particular, a crucial point to get the spectral expansion in the above theorem is
to show that for π square-integrable the abstract multiplicity mpπ, χq is also the multiplicity
of π in the discrete spectrum of L2pHpF qzGpF qq. This fact is established in the course
of the proof of Proposition 3.2.1 using the simple adaptation of an idea that goes back to
Sakellaridis-Venkatesh ([44] Theorem 6.4.1) and Waldspurger ([47] Proposition 5.6).
Here is an outline of the contents of the different parts of the paper. In the first part,
we set up the main notations and conventions as well as collect different results that will
be needed in the subsequent sections. It includes in particular a discussion of a natural
generalization of Arthur’s pG,Mq-families to symmetric pairs that we call pG,M, θq-families.
The second part contains the proof of the absolute convergence of Jχpfq for strongly cuspidal
functions f and in the third part we establish a spectral expansion of this distribution when f
is a cusp form. These two parts are actually written in the more general setting of tempered
symmetric pairs pG,Hq (which were called strongly discrete in [22]) to which the proofs
extend verbatim. The fourth part deals with the geometric expansion of Jχpfq. There we
really have to restrict ourself to the setting of Galois pairs (that is when G “ RE{FHE) since
a certain equality of Weyl discriminants (see 4.1.1), which is only true in this particular
case, plays a crucial role in allowing to control the uniform convergence of certain integrals.
Finally, in the last part of this paper we prove the formula for the multiplicity (Theorem 3)
and give two applications of it towards Prasad’s conjecture (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2).
1 Preliminaries
1.1 Groups, measures, notations
Throughout this paper we will let F be a p-adic field (i.e. a finite extension of Qp for a
certain prime number p) for which we will fix an algebraic closure F . We will denote by
|.| the canonical absolute value on F as well as its unique extension to F . Unless specified
otherwise, all groups and varieties that we consider in this paper will be tacitly assumed to
be defined over F and we will identify them with their points over F . Moreover for every
finite extension K of F and every algebraic variety X defined over K we will denote by
RK{FX Weil’s restriction of scalars (so that in particular we have a canonical identification
pRK{FXqpF q “ XpKq).
Let G be a connected reductive group over F and AG be its maximal central split torus.
We set G :“ G{AG and
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AG :“ X˚pAGq bR
where X˚pAGq denotes the abelian group of cocharacters of AG. If V is a real vector space
we will always denote by V ˚ its dual. The space A˚G can naturally be identified with
X˚pAGq b R “ X
˚pGq b R where X˚pAGq and X˚pGq stand for the abelian groups of
algebraic characters of AG and G respectively. More generally, for every extension K{F
we will denote by X˚KpGq the group of characters of G defined over K. There is a natural
morphism HG : GpF q Ñ AG characterized by
xχ,HGpgqy “ logp|χpgq|q
for all χ P X˚pGq. We set AG,F :“ HGpAGpF qq. It is a lattice in AG. The same notations
will be used for the Levi subgroups of G (i.e. the Levi components of parabolic subgroups
of G): if M is a Levi subgroup of G we define similarly AM , AM , HM and AM,F . We will
also use Arthur’s notations: PpMq, FpMq and LpMq will stand for the sets of parabolic
subgroups with Levi component M , parabolic subgroups containing M and Levi subgroups
containing M respectively. Let K be a maximal special compact subgroup of GpF q. Then,
for all parabolic subgroups P with Levi decomposition P “ MU the Iwasawa decomposi-
tion GpF q “ MpF qUpF qK allows to extend HM to a map HP : GpF q Ñ AM defined by
HP pmukq :“ HMpmq for all m PMpF q, u P UpF q and k P K. For all Levi subgroups M Ă L
there is a natural decomposition
AM “ A
L
M ‘AL
where ALM is generated by HMpKerpHL|MpF qqq and we will set a
L
M :“ dimpA
L
Mq. The Lie
algebra of G will be denoted by g and more generally for any algebraic group we will denote
its Lie algebra by the corresponding Gothic letter. We will write Ad for the adjoint action
of G on g. We denote by exp the exponential map which is an F -analytic map from an open
neighborhood of 0 in gpF q to GpF q. For all subsets S Ă G, we write CentGpSq, CentGpF qpSq
and NormGpF qpSq for the centralizer of S in G, resp. the centralizer of S in GpF q, resp. the
normalizer of S in GpF q. If S “ txu we will denote by Gx the neutral connected component
of CentGpxq :“ CentGptxuq. We define Greg as the open subset of regular semisimple elements
of G and for all subgroups H of G we will write Hreg :“ H X Greg. Recall that a regular
element x P GregpF q is said to be elliptic if AGx “ AG. We will denote by GpF qell the set of
regular elliptic elements in GpF q. The Weyl discriminant DG is defined by
DGpxq :“
∣
∣detp1´ Adpxq|g{gxq
∣
∣
For every subtorus T of G we will write
W pG, T q :“ NormGpF qpT q{CentGpF qpT q
for its Weyl group. If A Ă G is a split subtorus we will denote by RpA,Gq the set of roots
of A in G i.e. the set of nontrivial characters of A appearing in the action of A on g. More
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generally, if H is a subgroup of G and A Ă H is a split subtorus we will denote by RpA,Hq
the set of roots of A in H .
In all this paper we will assume that all the groups that we encounter have been equipped
with Haar measures (left and right invariant as we will only consider measures on unimodular
groups). In the particular case of tori we normalize these Haar measure by requiring that
they give mass 1 to their maximal compact subgroups. For any Levi subgroup M of G we
equip AM with the unique Haar measure such that volpAM{AM,F q “ 1. If M Ă L are two
Levi subgroups then we give ALM » AM{AL the quotient measure.
Finally, we will adopt the following slightly imprecise but convenient notations. If f and
g are positive functions on a set X, we will write
fpxq ! gpxq for all x P X
and we will say that f is essentially bounded by g, if there exists a c ą 0 such that
fpxq ď cgpxq, for all x P X
We will also say that f and g are equivalent and we will write
fpxq „ gpxq for all x P X
if both f is essentially bounded by g and g is essentially bounded by f .
1.2 log-norms
All along this paper, we will assume that gpF q has been equipped with a (classical) norm
|.|g, that is a map |.|g : gpF q Ñ R` satisfying |λX|g “ |λ|.|X|g, |X ` Y |g ď |X|g ` |Y |g and
|X|g “ 0 if and only if X “ 0 for all λ P F and X, Y P gpF q. For any R ą 0, we will denote
by Bp0, Rq the closed ball of radius R centered at the origin in gpF q.
In this paper we will freely use the notion of log-norms on varieties over F . The concept
of norm on varieties over local fields has been introduced by Kottwitz in [36] §18. A log-
norm is essentially just the logarithm of a Kottwitz’s norm and we refer to [11] §1.2 for the
basic properties of these log-norms. For convenience, we collect here the definition and basic
properties of these objects.
First, an abstract log-norm on a set X is just a real-valued function x ÞÑ σpxq on X such
that σpxq ě 1, for all x P X. For two abstract log-norms σ1 and σ2 on X, we will say that
σ2 dominates σ1 and we will write σ1 ! σ2 if
σ1pxq ! σ2pxq
for all x P X. We will say that σ1 and σ2 are equivalent if each of them dominates the other.
For an affine algebraic variety X over F , choosing a set of generators f1, . . . , fm of its F -
algebra of regular functions OpXq, we can define an abstract log-norm σX on X by setting
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σXpxq “ 1` log pmaxt1, |f1pxq|, . . . , |fmpxq|uq
for all x P X. The equivalence class of σX doesn’t depend on the particular choice of
f1, . . . , fm and by a log-norm on X we will mean any abstract log-norm in this equivalence
class. Note that if U is the principal Zariski open subset of X defined by the non-vanishing
of Q P OpXq, then we have
σUpxq „ σXpxq ` log
`
2` |Qpxq|´1
˘
for all x P U . More generally, for X any algebraic variety over F , choosing a finite covering
pUiqiPI of X by open affine subsets and fixing log-norms σUi on each Ui, we can define an
abstract log-norm on X by setting
σXpxq “ inftσUipxq; i P I such that x P Uiu
Once again, the equivalence class of σX doesn’t depend on the various choices and by a
log-norm on X we will mean any abstract log-norm in this equivalence class.
We will assume that all varieties that we consider in this paper are equipped with log-norms
and we will set σ :“ σG and σ :“ σG.
Let p : X Ñ y be a regular map between algebraic varieties then we have
σY pppxqq ! σXpxq
for all x P X. If p is a closed immersion or more generally if p is a finite morphism ([36]
Proposition 18.1(1)) we have
σY pppxqq „ σXpxq
for all x P X. We say that p has the norm descent property (with respect to F ) if, denoting
by pF the induced map on F -points, we have
σY pyq „ inf
xPp´1
F
pyq
σXpxq
for all y P pF pXpF qq. By Proposition 18.3 of [36], if T is a subtorus of G then the projection
G։ T zG has the norm descent property i.e. we have
σT zGpgq „ inf
tPT pF q
σptgq(1.2.1)
for all g P GpF q. In section 1.9 we will prove that for H an F -spherical subgroup of G (i.e. a
subgroup such that there exists a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 of G with HP0 open) the
projection G։ HzG also has the norm descent property.
Let T Ă G again be a maximal subtorus. As the regular map T zG ˆ Treg Ñ Greg,
pg, tq ÞÑ g´1tg is finite we get
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σT zGpgq ! σpg
´1tgq log
`
2`DGptq´1
˘
(1.2.2)
for all g P G and all t P Treg.
For every variety X defined over F , equipped with a log-norm σX , and all M ą 0 we
will denote by XrăMs, resp. XrěMs, the set of all x P XpF q such that σXpxq ăM , resp.
σXpxq ěM . With this notation, if T is a torus over F and k :“ dimpAT q we have
vol pT răMsq !Mk(1.2.3)
for all M ą 0.
1.3 Function spaces
Let ω be a continuous character of AGpF q. We define SωpGpF qq :“ C8c pAGpF qzGpF q, ωq
as the space of functions f : GpF q Ñ C which are smooth (i.e. locally constant), satisfy
fpagq “ ωpaqfpgq for all pa, gq P AGpF qˆGpF q and are compactly supported modulo AGpF q.
Assume moreover that ω is unitary and let ΞG be Harish-Chandra Xi function associated
to a special maximal compact subgroup K of GpF q (see [45] §II.1). Then, we define the
Harish-Chandra-Schwartz space CωpGpF qq as the space of functions f : GpF q Ñ C which
are biinvariant by an open subgroup of GpF q, satisfy fpagq “ ωpaqfpgq for all pa, gq P
AGpF q ˆGpF q and such that for all d ą 0 we have |fpgq| ! ΞGpgqσpgq´d for all g P GpF q.
1.4 Representations
In this paper all representations we will consider are smooth and we will always use the
slight abuse of notation of identifying a representation π with the space on which it acts.
We will denote by IrrpGq the set of equivalence classes of smooth irreducible representations
of GpF q and by IrrcusppGq, IrrsqrpGq the subsets of supercuspidal and essentially square-
integrable representations respectively. If ω is a continuous unitary character of AGpF q we
will also write IrrωpGq (resp. Irrω,cusppGq, Irrω,sqrpGq) for the sets of all π P IrrpGq (resp.
π P IrrcusppGq, π P IrrsqrpGq) whose central character restricted to AGpF q equals ω. For all
π P IrrpGq we will denote by π_ its contragredient and by x., .y : π ˆ π_ Ñ C the canonical
pairing. For all π P Irrω,sqrpGq, dpπq will stand for the formal degree of π. Recall that it
depends on the Haar measure on GpF q and that it is uniquely characterized by the following
identity (Schur orthogonality relations)ż
AGpF qzGpF q
xπpgqv1, v
_
1 yxv2, π
_pgqv_2 ydg “
1
dpπq
xv1, v
_
2 yxv2, v
_
1 y
for all v1, v2 P π and all v_1 , v
_
2 P π
_. From this, we easily infer that for every coefficient f of
π we have
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Tracepπ_pfqq “
1
dpπq
fp1q(1.4.1)
Let π P IrrpGq and let ω be the inverse of the restriction of the central character of π to
AGpF q. Then, for all f P SωpGpF qq we can define an operator πpfq on π by
xπpfqv, v_y :“
ż
AGpF qzGpF q
fpgqxπpgqv, v_ydg
for all pv, v_q P π ˆ π_. For all f P SωpGpF qq this operator is of finite rank and a very deep
theorem of Harish-Chandra ([25] Theorem 16.3) asserts that the distribution
f P SωpGpF qq ÞÑ Tracepπpfqq
is representable by a locally integrable function which is locally constant on GregpF q. This
function, the Harish-Chandra character of π, will be denoted Θπ. It is characterized by
Tracepπpfqq “
ż
AGpF qzGpF q
Θπpgqfpgqdg
for all f P SωpGpF qq. If moreover the representation π is square-integrable (or more generally
tempered) with unitary central character, then the integral defining πpfq still makes sense
for all f P CωpGpF qq, the resulting operator is again of finite rank and the above equality
continues to hold.
1.5 Weighted orbital integrals
Let M be a Levi subgroup and fix a maximal special compact subgroup K of GpF q. Using
K we can define maps HP : GpF q Ñ AM for all P P PpMq (cf §1.1). Let g P GpF q. The
family
t´HP pgq;P P PpMqu
is a positive pG,Mq-orthogonal set in the sense of Arthur (see [2] §2). In particular, following
loc. cit. using this family we can define a weight vQMpgq for all Q P FpMq. Concretely, v
Q
Mpgq
is the volume of the convex hull of the set tHP pgq; P P PpMq, P Ă Qu (this convex hull
belongs to a certain affine subspace of AM with direction ALM where Q “ LU with M Ă L
and we define the volume with respect to the fixed Haar measure on ALM). If Q “ G we set
vMpgq :“ v
G
Mpgq for simplicity. For every character ω of AGpF q, every function f P CωpGpF qq
and all x P MpF q X GregpF q, we define, again following Arthur, a weighted orbital integral
by
Φ
Q
Mpx, fq :“
ż
GxpF qzGpF q
fpg´1xgqvQMpgqdg
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The integral is absolutely convergent by the following lemma which is an immediate conse-
quence of 1.2.2 and Lemma 1.9.2 (which will be proved later).
Lemma 1.5.1 Let x P MpF q X GregpF q. Then, for all d ą 0 there exists d
1 ą 0 such that
the integral ż
GxpF qzGpF q
ΞGpg´1xgqσpg´1xgq´d
1
σGxzGpxq
ddg
converges.
Once again if Q “ G, we will set ΦM px, fq :“ ΦGM px, fq for simplicity. If M “ G (so that
necessarily Q “ G), ΦGpx, fq reduces to the usual orbital integral.
1.6 Strongly cuspidal functions
Let ω be a continuous unitary character of AGpF q. Following [46], we say that a function
f P CωpGpF qq is strongly cuspidal if for every proper parabolic subgroup P “ MU of G we
have ż
UpF q
fpmuqdu “ 0, @m P MpF q
(the integral is absolutely convergent by [45] Proposition II.4.5). By a standard change of
variable, f is strongly cuspidal if and only if for every proper parabolic subgroup P “ MU
and for all m PMpF q XGregpF q we haveż
UpF q
fpu´1muqdu “ 0
We will denote by Cω,scusppGpF qq the subspace of strongly cuspidal functions in CωpGpF qq
and we will set Sω,scusppGpF qq :“ SωpGpF qq X Cω,scusppGpF qq. Let K be a maximal special
compact subgroup of GpF q. For x P GregpF q set Mpxq :“ CentGpAGxq (it is the smallest
Levi subgroup containing x). Then, by [46] Lemme 5.2, for all f P Cω,scusppGpF qq, all Levi
subgroups M , all Q P FpMq and all x P MpF q X GregpF q we have Φ
Q
M px, fq “ 0 unless
Q “ G and M “Mpxq. For all x P GregpF q we set
Θfpxq :“ p´1q
aG
MpxqΦMpxqpx, fq
Then the function Θf is independent of the choice of K and invariant by conjugation ([46]
Lemme 5.2 and Lemme 5.3). Also by [46] Corollaire 5.9, the function pDGq1{2Θf is locally
bounded on GpF q.
We say that a function f P CωpGpF qq is a cusp form if it satisfies one of the following
equivalent conditions (see [45] Théorème VIII.4.2 and Lemme VIII.2.1 for the equivalence
between these two conditions):
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• For every proper parabolic subgroup P “MU and all x P GpF q we haveż
UpF q
fpxuqdu “ 0;
• f is a sum of matrix coefficients of representations in Irrω,sqrpGq.
We will denote by 0CωpGpF qq the space of cusp forms. Let f P 0CωpGpF qq and set fπpgq :“
Tracepπ_pg´1qπ_pfqq for all π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq and all g P GpF q. Then, fπ belongs to
0CωpGpF qq for all π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq ([24] Theorem 29) and we have an equality
f “
ÿ
πPIrrω,sqrpGq
dpπqfπ(1.6.1)
(This is a special case of Harish-Chandra-Plancherel formula, see [45] Theorem VIII.4.2).
Let 0SωpGpF qq :“ SωpGpF qq X 0CωpGpF qq be the space of compactly supported cusp
forms. Similar to the characterization of 0CωpGpF qq, a function f P SωpGpF qq belongs to
0SωpGpF qq if and only if it satisfies one the the following equivalent conditions:
• For every proper parabolic subgroup P “MU and all x P GpF q we haveż
UpF q
fpxuqdu “ 0;
• f is a sum of matrix coefficients of representations in Irrω,cusppGq.
Moreover, for f P 0SωpGpF qq, we have fπ P 0SωpGpF qq for all π P Irrω,cusppGq and a spectral
decomposition
f “
ÿ
πPIrrω,cusppGq
dpπqfπ(1.6.2)
Finally, we will need the following proposition.
Proposition 1.6.1 Let π P IrrsqrpGq and let f be a matrix coefficient of π. Then, we have
Θfpxq “
1
dpπq
fp1qΘπpxq
for all x P GregpF q.
Proof: Unfortunately, the author has been unable to find a suitable reference for this probably
well-known statement (however see [14] Proposition 5 for the case where x is elliptic and
[2] for the case where π is supercuspidal). Let us say that it follows from a combination
of Arthur’s noninvariant local trace formula ([5], Proposition 4.1) applied to the case where
one of the test functions is our f and of Schur orthogonality relations. Note that Arthur’s
local trace formula was initially only proved for compactly supported test functions, but see
[6] Corollary 5.3 for the extension to Harish-Chandra Schwartz functions. 
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1.7 Tempered pairs
Let H be a unimodular algebraic subgroup of G (e.g. a reductive subgroup). We say that
the pair pG,Hq is tempered if there exists d ą 0 such that the integralż
HpF q
ΞGphqσphq´ddh
is convergent. This notion already appeared in [22] under the name of strongly discrete
pairs. Following the referee suggestion we have decided to call these pairs tempered instead
so that it is more in accordance with the notion of strongly tempered pairs introduced by
Sakellaridis-Venkatesh in [44] §6 (since the latter implies the former but not conversely).
This terminology is also justified by the fact that pG,Hq is tempered if and only if the Haar
measure on HpF q defines a tempered distribution on GpF q i.e. it extends to a continuous
linear form on CpGpF qq. Moreover, by a result of Benoist and Kobayashi [8], when H is
reductive and in the case where F “ R (which is not properly speaking included in this
paper) a pair pG,Hq is tempered if and only if L2pHpF qzGpF qq is tempered as a unitary
representation of GpF q. Although the author has not checked all the details, the proof of
Benoist and Kobayashi seems to extend without difficulties to the p-adic case. However, we
propose here a quick proof of one of the implications (but we won’t use it in this paper).
Proposition 1.7.1 Assume that the pair pG,Hq is tempered. Then, the unitary represen-
tation of GpF q on L2pHpF qzGpF qq given by right translation is tempered i.e. the Plancherel
measure of L2pHpF qzGpF qq is supported on tempered representations.
Proof: We will use the following criterion for temperedness due to Cowling-Haagerup-Howe
[17]:
(1.7.1) Let pΠ,Hq be a unitary representation of GpF q. Then pΠ,Hq is tempered if and only
if there exists d ą 0 and a dense subspace V Ă H such that for all u, v P V we have
|pΠpgqu, vq| ! ΞGpgqσpgqd
for all g P GpF q where p., .q denotes the scalar product on H.
We will check that this criterion is satisfied for V “ C8c pHpF qzGpF qq Ă H “ L
2pHpF qzGpF qq.
Let ϕ1, ϕ2 P C8c pHpF qzGpF qq and choose f1, f2 P C
8
c pGpF qq such that
ϕipxq “
ż
HpF q
fiphxqdh
for i “ 1, 2 and all x P HpF qzGpF q. Then, denoting by Rpgq the operator of right translation
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by g and by p., .q the L2-inner product on L2pHpF qzGpF qq, we have
pRpgqϕ1, ϕ2q “
ż
HpF qzGpF q
ϕ1pxgqϕ2pxqdx
“
ż
HpF qzGpF q
ż
HpF qˆHpF q
f1ph1xgqf2ph2xqdh2dh1dx
“
ż
HpF qzGpF q
ż
HpF qˆHpF q
f1ph1xgqf2ph2h1xqdh2dh1dx
“
ż
GpF q
ż
HpF q
f1pγgqf2phγqdhdγ
for all g P GpF q. Let d ą 0 that we will assume sufficiently large in what follows. As f1 and
f2 are compactly supported, there obviously exist C1 ą 0 and C2 ą 0 such that
|f1pγq| ď C1Ξ
Gpγqσpγq´2d and |f2pγq| ď C2Ξ
Gpγqσpγq´d
for all γ P GpF q. It follows that for all g P GpF q we have
|pRpgqϕ1, ϕ2q| ď C1C2
ż
GpF q
ż
HpF q
ΞGpγgqΞGphγqσphγq´ddhσpγgq´2ddγ
Since σpγ1γ2q´1 ! σpγ1q´1σpγ2q for all γ1, γ2 P GpF q, this last expression is essentially
bounded by
σpgq2d
ż
GpF q
ż
HpF q
ΞGpγgqΞGphγqσphq´ddhσpγq´ddγ
for all g P GpF q. Let K be the special maximal compact subgroup used to define ΞG. Then
ΞG is invariant both on the left and on the right by K and since σpk1γk2q´1 ! σpγq´1 for all
γ P GpF q and k1, k2 P K, we see that the last integral above is essentially bounded by
σpgq2d
ż
GpF q
ż
HpF q
ż
KˆK
ΞGpγk1gqΞ
Gphk2γqdk1dk2σphq
´ddhσpγq´ddγ
for all g P GpF q. By the ‘doubling principle’ ([45] Lemme II.1.3), it follows that
|pRpgqϕ1, ϕ2q| ! Ξ
Gpgqσpgq2d
ż
GpF q
ΞGpγq2σpγq´ddγ ˆ
ż
HpF q
ΞGphqσphq´ddh
for all g P GpF q. By [45] Lemme II.1.5 and the assumption that pG,Hq is tempered, for
d sufficiently large the two integrals above are absolutely convergent. Thus, the criterion
of Cowling-Haagerup-Howe is indeed satisfied for V “ C8c pHpF qzGpF qq and consequently
L2pHpF qzGpF qq is tempered. 
Finally, we include the following easy lemma which gives an alternative characterization
of tempered pairs because it is how the tempered condition will be used in this paper.
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Lemma 1.7.1 Set AHG “ pAGXHq
0. The pair pG,Hq is tempered if and only if there exists
d ą 0 such that the integral ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGphqσphq´ddh
converges.
Proof: As ΞG is AGpF q invariant, it clearly suffices to show:
(1.7.2) For d ą 0 sufficiently large, we have
σphq´3d !
ż
AH
G
pF q
σpahq´3dda ! σphq´d
for all h P HpF q.
For this, we need first to observe that
σphq „ inf
aPAH
G
pF q
σpahq(1.7.3)
for all h P HpF q. Indeed, as AHG zH is a closed subgroup of AGzG, this is equivalent to the
fact that the projection H ։ AHGzH has the norm descent property and this can be easily
deduce from the existence of an algebraic subgroup H 1 of H such that the multiplication
morphism AHG ˆ H
1 Ñ H is surjective and finite (so that in particular H 1pF q has a finite
number of orbits in AHG pF qzHpF q).
By the inequalities σphq ! σpahq and σpaq ! σpahqσphq for all a P AHG pF q and all
h P HpF q, for any d ą 0 we haveż
AH
G
pF q
σpahq´3dda ! σphq´2d
ż
AH
G
pF q
σpahq´dda ! σphqdσphq´2d
ż
AH
G
pF q
σpaq´dda
for all h P HpF q. For d sufficiently large, the last integral above is absolutely convergent.
Moreover, as the left hand side of the above inequality is clearly invariant by h ÞÑ ah for any
a P AHG pF q, by 1.7.3, for d sufficiently large we getż
AH
G
pF q
σpahq´3dda !
ˆ
inf
aPAH
G
pF q
σpahq
˙d
σphq´2d ! σphq´d
for all h P HpF q and this shows one half of 1.7.2. On the other hand, by the inequality
σpahq ! σpaqσphq for all a P AHG pF q and h P HpF q, for any d ą 0 we have
σphq´3d
ż
AH
G
pF q
σpaq´3dda !
ż
AH
G
pF q
σpahq´3dda
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for all h P HpF q. Once again, for d sufficiently large the two integrals above are absolutely
convergent and, as the right hand side of the inequality is invariant by h ÞÑ ah for any
a P AHG pF q, by 1.7.3 for d sufficiently large we get
σphq´3d !
ˆ
inf
aPAH
G
pF q
σpahq
˙´3d
!
ż
AH
G
pF q
σpahq´3dda
for all h P HpF q and this proves the second half of 1.7.2. 
1.8 Symmetric varieties
1.8.1 Basic definition, θ-split subgroups
Let H be an algebraic subgroup of G. Recall that H is said to be symmetric if there exists
an involutive automorphism θ of G (defined over F ) such that
pGθq0 Ă H Ă Gθ
where Gθ denotes the subgroup of θ-fixed elements. If this is the case, we say that H and θ
are associated. The involution θ is not, in general, determined by H but by [26] Proposition
1.2, its restriction to the derived subgroup of G is. From now on and until the end of
§1.8.2 we fix a symmetric subgroup H of G and we will denote by θ an associated involutive
automorphism.
Let T Ă G be a subtorus. We say that T is θ-split if θptq “ t´1 for all t P T and we
say that it is pθ, F q-split if it is θ-split as well as split as a torus over F . For every F -split
subtorus A Ă G we will denote by Aθ the maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus of A. A parabolic
subgroup P Ă G is said to be θ-split if θpP q is a parabolic subgroup opposite to P . If this is
the case, HP is open, for the Zariski topology, in G (this is because h` p “ g) and similarly
HpF qP pF q is open, for the analytic topology, in GpF q. If P is a θ-split parabolic subgroup,
we will say that the Levi component M :“ P X θpP q of P is a θ-split Levi subgroup. Note
that this terminology can be slightly confusing since a torus can be a θ-split Levi without
being θ-split as a torus (e.g. for G “ GLp2q, T the standard maximal torus and θ given by
θpgq “
ˆ
1
1
˙
g
ˆ
1
1
˙
). Nevertheless, the author believe that no confusion should arise
in this paper as the context will clarify which notion is being used.
Actually, a Levi subgroupM Ă G is θ-split (i.e. it is the θ-split Levi component of a θ-split
parabolic) if and only if M is the centralizer of a pθ, F q-split subtorus if and only if M is the
centralizer of AM,θ. We will adapt Arthur’s notation to θ-split Levi and parabolic subgroups
as follows: if M is a θ-split Levi subgroup we will denote by PθpMq, resp. F θpMq, resp.
LθpMq the set of all θ-split parabolic subgroups with Levi component M , resp. containing
M , resp. the set of all θ-split Levi subgroups containing M .
Let M Ă G be a θ-split Levi subgroup. We set
AM,θ :“ X˚pAM,θq bR
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and aM,θ :“ dimAM,θ. Note that we have
AM “ AM,θ ‘A
θ
M
where as before a θ superscript indicates the subset of θ-fixed points. This decomposition is
compatible with the decompositions
AM “ A
L
M ‘AL
for all L P LθpMq. Hence, we also have
AM,θ “ A
L
M,θ ‘AL,θ
for all L P LθpMq, where we have set ALM,θ :“ AM,θ XA
L
M . Also, we let a
L
M,θ :“ dimA
L
M,θ “
aM,θ ´ aL,θ. We define an homomorphism HM,θ : MpF q Ñ AM,θ as the composition of
the homomorphism HM with the projection AM ։ AM,θ. For all P P PθpMq, the roots
RpAM,θ, UP q of AM,θ in the unipotent radical UP of P can be considered as elements of
the dual space A˚M,θ of AM,θ. There is a unique subset ∆P,θ Ă RpAM,θ, UP q such that
every element of pAM,θ, UP q is in an unique way a nonnegative integral linear combination
of elements of ∆P,θ. The set ∆P,θ is the image of ∆P by the natural projection A˚M ։ A
˚
M,θ
and it forms a basis of pAGM,θq
˚. We call it the set of simple roots of AM,θ in P . Define
A`P,θ :“ tX P AM ; xα,Xy ą 0 @α P ∆P,θu
Then, we have the decomposition
AM,θ “
ğ
QPFθpMq
A`Q,θ
More precisely the set RpAM,θ, Gq of roots of AM,θ in G divides AM,θ into certain facets which
are exactly the cones A`Q,θ where Q P F
θpMq. In a similar way, the subspaces supporting
the facets of this decomposition are precisely the subspaces of the form AL,θ, L P LθpMq,
whereas the chambers (i.e. the open facets) are precisely the cones A`P,θ for P P P
θpMq.
Fixing a maximal special compact subgroup K of GpF q, for all P P PθpMq, we define a map
HP,θ : GpF q Ñ AM,θ
as the composition ofHP with the projectionAM ։ AM,θ i.e. we haveHP,θpmukq “ HM,θpmq
for all m P MpF q, u P UP pF q and k P K.
Let A0 be a maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus and letM0 be its centralizer inG. For simplicity
we set A0 :“ AM0,θ. It is known that the set of roots RpA0, Gq of A0 in G forms a root system
in the dual space
`
AG0
˘˚
to AG0 (Proposition 5.9 of [26]). The Weyl group associated to this
root system is naturally isomorphic to
W pG,A0q :“ NormGpF qpA0q{M0pF q
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and is called the little Weyl group (associated to A0) (again Proposition 5.9 of [26]). Two
maximal pθ, F q-split subtori are not necessarily HpF q-conjugate (e.g. for G “ GLn and
H “ Opnq) but they are always GpF q-conjugate 1.
Let M be a θ-split Levi subgroup and let α P RpAM,θ, Gq. Then we define a ‘coroot’
α_ P AGM,θ as follows. First assume that α is a reduced root (i.e.
α
2
R RpAM,θ, Gq). Let Mα
be the unique θ-split Levi containing M such that AMα,θ “ Kerpαq. Let Qα be the unique
θ-split parabolic subgroup of Mα with θ-split Levi M such that ∆Qα “ tαu. Let P
Mα
0 be a
minimal θ-split parabolic subgroup of Mα contained in Qα and set M0 :“ P
Mα
0 X θpP
Mα
0 q,
A0 :“ AM0,θ. Let ∆
Mα
0 be the set of simple roots of A0 in P
Mα
0 . Then there is an unique
simple root β P ∆Mα0 whose projection to A
˚
M,θ equals α. Let β
_ P A0 be the corresponding
coroot. Then we define α_ as the image of β_ by the projection A0 ։ AM,θ. We easily check
that this construction does not depend on the choice of PMα0 since for another choice P
1
0
,Mα
with M 10 :“ P
1
0
,Mα X θpP 10
,Mαq and A10 :“ AM 10,θ there exists m P MpF q with mA
1
0m
´1 “ A0
and mP 10
,Mαm´1 “ PMα0 . If α is nonreduced, there exists α0 P RpM,θ, Gq such that α “ 2α0
and we simply set α_ “ α
_
0
2
.
Let rα P RpAM , Gq be a root extending α and rα_ P AM the corresponding coroot. Then, in
general the projection of rα_ toAM,θ does not coincide with α_ as defined above but, however,
the two are always positively proportional. Finally, we remark that when M is a minimal
θ-split Levi subgroup, so that RpAM,θ, Gq is a root system, then for all α P RpAM,θ, Gq, α_
coincides with the usual coroot defined using this root system.
Let P be a θ-split parabolic subgroup. We set AP,θ :“ AM,θ and aP,θ “ aM,θ where
M :“ P X θpP q and we let ∆_P,θ Ď A
G
M,θ be the set of simple coroots corresponding to
∆P,θ Ď pA
G
M,θq
˚ and p∆P,θ Ď pAGM,θq˚ be the basis dual to ∆_P,θ. More generally, let Q Ą P be
another θ-split Levi subgroup. We set AQP,θ :“ A
L
M,θ and a
Q
P,θ :“ a
L
M,θ where L :“ Q X θpQq
and we let ∆QP,θ Ď pA
Q
P,θq
˚ be the set of simple roots of AM,θ in P X L, p∆
Q
P,θq
_ Ď AQP,θ be
the corresponding set of simple coroots and p∆QP,θ Ď pAQP,θq˚ be the basis dual to p∆QP,θq_. We
have decompositions
AP,θ “ A
Q
P,θ ‘AQ,θ, A
˚
P,θ “ pA
Q
P,θq
˚ ‘A˚Q,θ
for which ∆QP,θ Ď ∆P,θ, p∆
Q
P,θq
_ Ď ∆_P,θ and moreover ∆Q,θ (resp. ∆
_
Q,θ) is the image of
∆P,θ ´∆
Q
P,θ (resp. ∆
_
P,θ ´ p∆
Q
P,θq
_) by the projection A˚P,θ ։ A
˚
Q,θ (resp. AP,θ ։ AQ,θ). We
define the following functions:
• τQP,θ: characteristic function of the set ofX P AM,θ such that xα,Xy ą 0 for all α P ∆
Q
P,θ;
• pτQP,θ: characteristic function of the set of X P AM,θ such that x̟α, Xy ą 0 for all
̟α P p∆QP,θ;
1Indeed if A0 and A
1
0
are two maximal pθ, F q-split tori,M0 :“ CentGpA0q,M
1
0
:“ CentGpA
1
0
q, P0 P P
θpM0q
and P 1
0
P PθpM 1
0
q then by [26] Proposition 4.9, P0 and P
1
0
are conjugated by an element of g P GpF q XHP0
and it suffices to show that we can take g in GpF qXHM0 but this follows from the fact that HXP0 “ HXM0
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• δQM,θ: characteristic function of the subset AL,θ of AM,θ.
We also define a function ΓQP,θ on AM,θ ˆ AM,θ, whose utility will be revealed in the next
section, by
Γ
Q
P,θpH,Xq :“
ÿ
RPFθpMq;PĎRĎQ
p´1qaR,θ´aQ,θτRP,θpHqpτQR,θpH ´Xq
Let M be a θ-split Levi subgroup. Then, for all P P PθpMq we set
A`,˚P,θ :“ tλ P A
˚
P,θ; xα
_, λy ą 0 @α_ P ∆_P,θu
As for AM,θ, the set of coroots RpAM,θ, Gq_ divides A˚M,θ into facets which are exactly the
conesA`,˚Q,θ forQ P F
θpMq and the chambers for this decomposition are theA`,˚P,θ , P P P
θpMq.
As usual, we say that two parabolics P, P 1 P PθpMq are adjacent if the intersection of the
closure of their corresponding chambers contains a facet of codimension one. If this is the
case, the hyperplane generated by this intersection is called the wall separating the two
chambers.
1.8.2 pG,M, θq-families and orthogonal sets
As we have recalled in the previous section, the combinatorics of θ-split Levi and parabolic
subgroups is entirely governed, as is the case for classical Levi and parabolic subgroups, by
a root system. As a consequence, for M a θ-split Levi subgroup of G the classical theory
of pG,Mq-families due to Arthur extends without difficulty to a theory of pG,M, θq-families
indexed by θ-split parabolics that we now introduce. By definition, a pG,M, θq-family is
a family pϕP,θqPPPθpMq of C8 functions on iA˚M,θ such that for any two adjacent parabolic
subgroups P, P 1 P PθpMq, the functions ϕP,θ and ϕP 1,θ coincide on the wall separating the
chambers iA`,˚P,θ and iA
`,˚
P 1,θ. To a pG,M, θq-family pϕP,θqPPPθpMq we can associate a scalar
ϕM,θ as follows: the function
ϕM,θpλq :“
ÿ
PPPθpMq
ϕP,θpλqεP,θpλq, λ P iA
˚
M,θ
where we have set
εP,θpλq :“ meas
`
AGM,θ{Zr∆
_
P,θs
˘ ź
α_P∆_
P,θ
xλ, α_y´1
is C8 and we define ϕM,θ :“ ϕM,θp0q. Note that we need a Haar measure on AGM,θ for the
definition of the functions εP,θ (P P PθpMq) to make sense. We fix one as follows. Let AM,θ
be the image of AM,θ in G :“ G{AG and let A1M,θ be the inverse image of AM,θ in G. Let
AGM,θ,F Ď A
G
M,θ denote the image of A
1
M,θpF q by H
G
M,θ. It is a lattice of A
G
M,θ and we choose
our measure so that the quotient AGM,θ{A
G
M,θ,F is of measure one.
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We will actually only need pG,M, θq-families of a very particular shape obtained as
follows. We say that a family of points YM,θ “ pYP,θqPPPθpMq in AM,θ is a pG,M, θq-orthogonal
set if for all adjacent P, P 1 P PθpMq we have
YP,θ ´ YP 1,θ “ rP,P 1α
_
where rP,P 1 P R and tα_u “ ∆_P,θ X ´∆
_
P 1,θ. We say that the family is a positive pG,M, θq-
orthogonal set if it is a pG,M, θq-orthogonal set and moreover rP,P 1 ě 0 for all adjacent P, P 1 P
PθpMq. To a pG,M, θq-orthogonal set YM,θ “ pYP,θqPPPθpMq we associate the pG,M, θq-family
pϕP,θp.,YM,θqqPPPθpMq defined by
ϕP,θpλ,YM,θq :“ e
xλ,YP,θy, λ P iA˚M,θ
and we let vM,θpYM,θq :“ ϕM,θp0,YM,θq be the scalar associated to this pG,M, θq-family. If
YM,θ is a positive pG,M, θq-orthogonal set then vM,θpYM,θq is just the volume of the convex
hull of the elements in the family YM,θ (with respect to the fixed Haar measure on AGM,θ).
For any pG,M, θq-orthogonal set YM,θ “ pYP,θqPPPθpMq and all Q P F
θpMq we define YQ,θ to
be the projection of YP,θ to AQ,θ for any P P PθpMq with P Ă Q (the result is independent
of the choice of P ) and more generally for any Q,R P F θpMq with Q Ă R we let Y RQ,θ be the
projection of YP,θ to ARQ,θ for any P P P
θpMq with P Ă Q. Then, for any L P LθpMq the
family YL,θ :“ pYQ,θqQPPθpLq forms a pG,L, θq-orthogonal set.
Fixing a maximal special compact subgroupK of GpF q to define mapsHP,θ (P P PθpMq),
for all g P GpF q the family YM,θpgq :“ p´HP,θpgqqPPPθpMq is a positive pG,M, θq-orthogonal
set. Indeed, the family p´HP pgqqPPPpMq is a positive pG,Mq-orthogonal set in the classical
sense of Arthur (see [2] §2) and thus for all P “MUP , P 1 “MUP 1 P PθpMq we have
´HP pgq `HP 1pgq P
ÿ
αPRpAM ,UP qX´RpAM ,UP 1q
R`α
_.
As the projection ofRpAM , UP q (resp. RpAM , UP 1q) toA˚M,θ isRpAM,θ, UP q (resp. RpAM,θ, UP 1q)
and for all α P RpAM , Gq the projection of the coroot α_ to AM,θ˚ is positively proportional
to α_, where α P RpAM,θ, Gq denotes the projection of α to A˚M,θ, it follows that
´HP,θpgq `HP 1,θpgq P
ÿ
αPRpAM,θ ,UP qX´RpAM,θ ,UP 1q
R`α
_
for all P, P 1 P PθpMq i.e. YM,θpgq is a positive pG,M, θq-orthogonal set.
We define
vM,θpgq :“ vM,θpYM,θpgqq
There is another easier way to obtain pG,M, θq-orthogonal sets. It is as follows. LetM0 ĂM
be a minimal θ-split Levi subgroup with little Weyl group W0. Fix P0 P PθpM0q. Then, for
all X P A0 :“ AM0,θ we define a pG,M0, θq-orthogonal set YrXs0 :“ pY rXsP 10,θqP 10PPθpM0q by
setting Y rXsP 10,θ :“ wP 10X for all P
1
0 P P
θpM0q where wP 10 P W0 is the unique element such
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that wP 10P0 “ P
1
0. By the general construction explained above this also yields a pG,M, θq-
orthogonal set YrXsM,θ “ pY rXsP,θqPPPθpMq.
Let YM,θ “ pYP,θqPPPθpMq be a pG,M, θq-orthogonal set. For Q P F
θpMq we define a
function ΓQM,θp.,YM,θq on AM,θ by
Γ
Q
M,θpH,YM,θq :“
ÿ
RPFθpMq;RĂQ
δRM,θpHqΓ
Q
R,θpH, YR,θq
where the functions δRM,θ and Γ
Q
R,θ have been defined in the previous section. Let L “
Q X θpQq. Fixing a norm |.| on ALM,θ, we have the following basic property concerning the
support of this function (see [38] Corollaire 1.8.5):
(1.8.1) There exists c ą 0 independent of YM,θ such that for allH P AM,θ with Γ
Q
M,θpH,YM,θq ‰
0 we have |HQ| ď c supPPPθpMq;PĂQ|Y
Q
P,θ| whereH
Q denotes the projection ofH toALM,θ.
Moreover, if the pG,M, θq-orthogonal set YM,θ is positive then Γ
Q
M,θp.,YM,θq is just the char-
acteristic function of the set of H P AM,θ such that HQ belongs to the convex hull of
pY QP,θqPPPθpMq;PĂQ ([38] Proposition 1.8.7). Without assuming the positivity of our pG,M, θq-
orthogonal set, we have the identity ([38] Lemme 1.8.4(3))
ÿ
QPFθpMq
Γ
Q
M,θpH,YM,θqτ
G
Q,θpH ´ YQ,θq “ 1(1.8.2)
for all H P AM,θ.
Let R be a free Z-module of finite type. Recall that a exponential-polynomial on R is a
function on R of the following form
fpY q “
ÿ
χP pR
χpY qpχpY q
where pR denotes the group of complex (not necessarily unitary) characters of R and for all
χ P pR, pχ is a ‘complex polynomial’ function on R, i.e. an element of SymppCbRq˚q,which
is zero for all but finitely many χ P pR. If f is an exponential-polynomial on R then a
decomposition as above is unique, the set of characters χ P pR such that pχ ‰ 0 is called the
set of exponents of f and p1 (corresponding to χ “ 1 the trivial character) is called the purely
polynomial part of f . Finally, we define the degree of f as the maximum, over all χ P pR, of
the degree of the polynomials pχ. We record the following lemma whose proof is elementary:
Lemma 1.8.1 Let R be a free Z-module of finite type, let f be a exponential-polynomial on
R and let C Ă R b R be an open cone (with a vertex possibly different from the origin).
Then,if the limit
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lim
Y PRXC
|Y |Ñ8
fpY q
exists it equals the constant term of the purely polynomial part of f .
Let M0 Ă M be a minimal θ-split Levi subgroup, A0 :“ AM0,θ and fix P0 P P
θpM0q.
For all X P A0 we dispose of the pG,M, θq-orthogonal set YrXsM,θ “ pY rXsP,θqPPPθpMq
defined above. We let YM,θ ` YrXsM,θ :“ pYP,θ ` Y rXsM,θqPPPθpMq be the sum of the two
pG,M, θq-orthogonal sets YM,θ and YrXsM,θ. Obviously, it is also a pG,M, θq-orthogonal set.
We let
rvM,θpYM,θ ` YrXsM,θq :“ ż
AGpF qzA
1
M,θ
pF q
ΓGM,θpHM,θpaq,YM,θ ` YrXsM,θqda
where we recall that A1M,θ is the subtorus generated by AG and AM,θ. Let A0,F denote the
image of AM0,θpF q by HM0,θ. It is a lattice in A0 and we have the following lemma (combine
[41] Lemme 1.7(ii) with equalities 1.5(2) and 1.3(7) of loc.cit.):
Lemma 1.8.2 For every lattice R Ă A0,θ,FbQ the function X P R ÞÑ rvM,θpYM,θ`YrXsM,θq
is an exponential-polynomial whose degree and exponents belong to finite sets which are in-
dependent of YM,θ. Moreover, if we denote by rvM,θ,0pYM,θ,Rq the constant coefficient of the
purely polynomial part of this exponential-polynomial there exists c ą 0 depending only on R
such that for all k ě 1 we have
∣
∣
∣
∣
rvM,θ,0pYM,θ, 1
k
Rq ´ vM,θpYM,θq
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď ck´1
˜
sup
PPPθpMq
|YP,θ|
¸aG
M,θ
Let now YM “ pYP qPPPpMq be a usual pG,Mq-orthogonal set. This induces a pG,M, θq-
orthogonal set YM,θ :“ pYP,θqPPPθpMq where, for all P P P
θpMq, we denote by YP,θ the
projection of YP to AM,θ. The subspace AM,θ`AG of AM being special in the sense of [3]§7
2, we have a descent formula (Proposition 7.1 of loc.cit.)
vM,θpYM,θq “
ÿ
LPLpMq
dGM,θpLqv
Q
M pYMq(1.8.3)
where for all L P LpMq, Q is a parabolic with Levi component L which depends on the
choice of a generic point ξ P AM and dGM,θpLq is a coefficient which is nonzero only if
AGM “ A
G,θ
M ‘ A
L
M . Moreover if A
G,θ
M “ 0 then we have d
G
M,θpGq “ 1. Let K be a special
maximal compact subgroup of GpF q that we use to define the maps HP for P P PpMq
2Indeed with the notations of loc.cit. we need to check that for every root β P RpAM,θ, Gq the sumř
αPΣpβq mαα is trivial on A
θ
M but this is trivial since for all α P Σpβq we have ιpαq :“ ´θpαq P Σpβq and
mιpαq “ mα
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and HP,θ for P P PθpMq. Then, the formula 1.8.3 applied to the particular case where
YP “ HP pgq for all P P PpMq and for some g P GpF q yields
vM,θpgq “
ÿ
LPLpMq
dGM,θpLqv
Q
Mpgq(1.8.4)
1.9 Estimates
In this section we collect some estimates that we will need in the core of the paper. We start
with four lemmas concerning maximal tori and integrals over regular orbits in G.
Lemma 1.9.1 Let T Ă G be a maximal torus . Then, we have
σptq ! σpg´1tgq
for all t P T and all g P G.
Proof: Let W :“W pGF , TF q be the absolute Weyl group of T and set B :“ G{{G´Ad (i.e.
the GIT quotient of G acting on itself by the adjoint action). Let p : GÑ B be the natural
projection. By Chevalley theorem, the inclusion T ãÑ G induces an isomorphism T {{W » B
and thus the restriction of p to T is a finite morphism. Hence, we have
σptq „ σBppptqq
for all t P T and it follows that
σptq „ σBppptqq “ σBpppg
´1tgqq ! σpg´1tgq
for all t P T and all g P G. 
Lemma 1.9.2 (Harish-Chandra, Clozel) Let T Ă G be a maximal torus. Then, for all
d ą 0 there exists d1 ą 0 such that
DGptq1{2
ż
T pF qzGpF q
ΞGpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´d
1
dg ! σptq´d
for all t P TregpF q.
Proof: By Corollary 2 of [14] there exists d0 ą 0 such that
sup
tPTregpF q
DGptq1{2
ż
T pF qzGpF q
ΞGpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´d0dg ă 8
Thus by Lemma 1.9.1, for all d ą 0 we have
DGptq1{2
ż
T pF qzGpF q
ΞGpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´d0´ddg ! σptq´d
for all t P TregpF q. 
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Lemma 1.9.3 Let T Ă G be a subtorus such that Treg :“ T X Greg is nonempty (i.e. T
contains nonsingular elements). Then, for all k ą 0, there exists d ą 0 such that the integralż
T pF q
logp2`DGptq´1qkσptq´ddt
converges.
Proof: We denote by X˚
F
pT q the group of regular characters of T defined over F . There
exists a multiset Σ of nontrivial elements in X˚
F
pT q such that
DGptq “
ź
αPΣ
|αptq ´ 1|
for all t P TregpF q where we have denoted by |.| the unique extension of the absolute value
over F to F . We have
logp2`DGptq´1q !
ź
αPΣ
logp2` |αptq ´ 1|´1q
Thus, by Cauchy-Schwartz, it suffices to prove the following claim:
(1.9.1) For all α P X˚
F
pT q ´ t1u and all k ą 0 there exists d ą 0 such that the integralż
T pF q
log
`
2` |αptq ´ 1|´1
˘k
σptq´ddt
converges.
Let α P X˚
F
pT q ´ t1u and let Γα Ă ΓF be the stabilizer of α for the natural Galois action.
Write Γα “ GalpF {Fαq where Fα{F is a finite extension. By the universal property of
restriction of scalars, α induces a morphism rα : T Ñ RFα{FGm. Denoting by Kerprαq the
kernel of rα, for all k ą 0 and all d ą 0 we have
ż
T pF q
log
`
2` |αptq ´ 1|´1
˘k
σptq´kdt “
ż
T pF q{KerprαqpF q log
`
2` |αptq ´ 1|´1
˘k ż
KerprαqpF q σptt
1q´ddt1dt
As there exists a subtorus T 1 Ă T such that the multiplication map T 1 ˆ Kerprαq Ñ T is an
isogeny (so that
a
σptqσpt1q ! σptt1q and σptq „ σT {Kerprαqptq for all pt, t1q P Kerprαq ˆ T 1), we
see that for all d sufficiently large (i.e. so that the integral below converges) we haveż
KerprαqpF q σptt
1q´ddt1 ! σT {Kerprαqptq´d{2
for all t P T pF q{KerprαqpF q. Since T pF q{KerprαqpF q is an open subset of pT {Kerprαqq pF q we
are thus reduced to the case where rα is an embedding.
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Define Npαq P X˚pT q by
Npαq :“
ź
σPΓF {Γα
σpαq
We distinguish two cases. First, if Npαq ‰ 1 then we have an inequality
log
`
2` |αptq ´ 1|´1
˘
! log
`
2` |Npαqptq ´ 1|´1
˘
for all t P T pF q with Npαqptq ‰ 1. Hence, up to replacing α by Npαq we may assume
that α P X˚pT q in which case by the previous reduction we are left to prove 1.9.1 in the
particular case where T “ Gm and α “ Id in which case it is easy to check. Assume now
that Npαq “ 1. Since rα is an embedding this implies that T is anisotropic and we just need
to prove that for all k ą 0 the function
t P T pF q ÞÑ log
`
2` |αptq ´ 1|´1
˘k
is locally integrable. Using the exponential map we are reduced to proving a similar statement
for vector spaces where we replace αptq ´ 1 by a linear form which is easy to check directly.

Combining 1.2.2 with Lemma 1.9.2 and Lemma 1.9.3 we get the following:
Lemma 1.9.4 Let T Ă G be a subtorus such that Treg :“ T XGreg is nonempty and let T
G
be the centralizer of T in G (a maximal torus). Then, for all k ą 0 there exists d ą 0 such
that the integralż
T pF q
DGptq1{2
ż
TGpF qzGpF q
ΞGpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´dσTGzGpgq
kdgdt
converges.
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of the next proposition. As it might be
of independent interest we present it separately.
Lemma 1.9.5 Let G be an anisotropic group over F and Y an affine G-variety. Set Y 1 “
Y {G for the GIT quotient (it is an affine algebraic variety over F ) and denote by p : Y Ñ Y 1
the natural projection. Then we have
σY pyq „ σY 1pppyqq
for all y P Y pF q.
Proof: First, we have σY 1pppyqq ! σY pyq for all y P Y since p is a morphism of algebraic
varieties. Let f P F rY s, we need to show that
logp2` |fpyq|q ! σY 1pppyqq
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for all y P Y pF q. Let W be the G-submodule of F rY s generated by f and V be its dual.
There is a natural morphism ϕ : Y Ñ V and we have a commutative diagram
Y
ϕ

// Y 1 “ Y {G
ϕ1

V // V 1 :“ V {G
By definition there is a function fV P F rV s such that f “ fV ˝ ϕ and moreover σV 1py1q !
σY 1py
1q for all y1 P Y 1. Hence, we are reduced to the case where Y “ V and we may assume
that f is homogeneous. By Kempf’s extension of the stability criterion of Mumford over
any perfect field ([30], Corollary 5.1) and since G is anisotropic, for every v P V pF q the
G-orbit G.v Ă V is closed. It follows that there exist homogeneous polynomials P1, . . . , PN P
F rV 1s “ F rV sG whose only common zero in V pF q is 0. We only need to show that for some
R,C ą 0 we have
maxp1, |fpvq|q ď Cmaxp1, |P1pvq|, . . . , |PNpvq|q
R(1.9.2)
for all v P V pF q. Up to replacing f, P1, . . . , PN by some powers, we may assume that they
are all of the same degree. Then, for every 1 ď i ď N , f{Pi is a rational function on the
projective space PpV q and the map
rvs P PpV qpF q ÞÑ min p|pf{P1qprvsq|, . . . , |pf{PNqprvsq|q P R`
is continuous for the analytic topology hence bounded (as PpV qpF q is compact) and this
proves that inequality 1.9.2 is true for R “ 1 and some constant C. 
Following [31] Definition 4.9, we say that a subgroup H Ă G is F -spherical if there exists
a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 of G such that HP0 is open, in the Zariski topology, in G.
For example symmetric subgroups (see §1.8.1) are F -spherical. Recall that in §1.2 we have
defined a ‘norm descent property’ for regular maps between F -varieties.
Proposition 1.9.1 Let H Ă G be an F -spherical subgroup. Then, the natural projection
p : GÑ HzG has the norm descent property.
Proof: Set X :“ HzG. By [36] Proposition 18.2 (1), it suffices to show that X can be covered
by Zariski open subsets over which the projection p has the norm descent property. Since
G acts transitively on X it even suffices to construct only one such open subset (because its
G-translates will have the same property). By the local structure theorem ([31] Corollary
4.12), there exists a parabolic subgroup Q “ LU of G such that
• U “ HQ is open in G;
• H XQ “ H X L and this subgroup contains the non-anisotropic factors of the derived
subgroup of L.
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Obviously, to show that the restriction of p to U has the norm descent property it is sufficient
to establish that LÑ H X LzL has the norm descent property. We are thus reduced to the
case where H contains all the non-anisotropic factors of the derived subgroup of G. Let Gder
denote the derived subgroup of G, Gder,nc the product of the non-anisotropic factors of Gder,
Gder,c the product of the anisotropic factors of Gder and set G1 “ Gder,cZpGq0, H 1 “ H XG1.
Then, we have H “ Gder,ncH 1 and the multiplication map Gder,nc ˆG1 Ñ G is an isogeny. It
follows that there exists a finite set tγi; i P Iu of elements of GpF q such that
GpF q “
ğ
iPI
Gder,ncpF qG
1pF qγi
and
HpF qzGpF q “
ď
iPI
H 1pF qzG1pF qγi
From these decompositions, we infer that we only need to prove the norm descent property
for G1 Ñ H 1zG1 i.e. we may assume that Gder,nc “ 1. Let Gc be the product of Gder,c with
the maximal anisotropic subtorus of ZpGq0 and consider the projection
p1 : X :“ HzGÑ X 1 :“ HGczG
We claim that
σXpxq „ σX1pp
1pxqq(1.9.3)
for all x P XpF q. As H is reductive (since GpF q contains no unipotent element), X is affine
and the claim follows from the Lemma 1.9.5.
Now because of 1.9.3, we may replace X by X 1 i.e. we may assume that H contains Gc. As
the multiplication map Gc ˆ AG Ñ G is an isogeny, by a similar argument as before we are
reduced to the case where G is a split torus for which the proposition is easy to establish
directly. 
2 Definition of a distribution for all symmetric pairs
2.1 The statement
Let G be a connected reductive group over F , H be a symmetric subgroup of G and θ
be the involution of G associated to H (see §1.8.1). Set AHG “ pAG X Hq
0, G :“ G{AG,
H :“ H{AH , X :“ AGpF qHpF qzGpF q, X :“ HAGzG, σX :“ σX and σ :“ σG. Note that
X is an open subset of XpF q. Let χ and ω be continuous unitary characters of HpF q and
AGpF q respectively such that χ|AH
G
pF q “ ω|AH
G
pF q. Then, for all f P SωpGpF qq we define a
function Kχf on X by
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K
χ
f pxq :“
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
fpx´1hxqχphq´1dh
If the pair pG,Hq is tempered then the expression defining Kχf makes sense for all f P
CωpGpF qq (by Lemma 1.7.1). The goal of this chapter is to show that if f is strongly
cuspidal then the expression
Jχpfq :“
ż
X
K
χ
f pxqdx
is convergent. More precisely we will prove the following
Theorem 2.1.1 For all f P Sω,scusppGpF qq, the expression defining J
χpfq is absolutely con-
vergent. Moreover, if the pair pG,Hq is tempered then the expression defining Jχpfq is also
absolutely convergent for all f P Cω,scusppGpF qq.
2.2 Some estimates
Let A Ă G be a pθ, F q-split subtorus, set M :“ CentGpAq and let Q “ LUQ P F θpMq where
L :“ QX θpQq. Let Q “ θpQq “ LUQ be the opposite parabolic subgroup and set
A`
Q
:“ ta P A; |αpaq| ě 1 @α P RpA,UQqu
and
A`
Q
pδq :“ ta P A; |αpaq| ě eδσpaq @α P RpA,UQqu
for all δ ą 0. Recall that if Y is an algebraic variety over F andM ą 0 we denote by Y răMs
the subset of y P Y pF q with σY pyq ăM . We also recall that we have fixed a (classical) norm
|.|g and that for any R ą 0, Bp0, Rq denotes the closed ball of radius R centered at the origin
for this norm (see §1.2).
Lemma 2.2.1 (i) Let ǫ ą 0 and δ ą 0. Then, we have
σpaq ! suppσpgq, σpa´1gaqq
for all a P A`
Q
pδq and all g P GpF qz pQpF qaUQră ǫσpaqsa
´1q;
(ii) Let 0 ă δ1 ă δ and c0 ą 0. Then, if ǫ ą 0 is sufficiently small we have
aUQră ǫσpaqsa
´1 Ď exp
´
Bp0, c0e
´δ1σpaqq X uQpF q
¯
for all a P A`
Q
pδq.
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(iii) We have
σphq ! σpa´1haq
and
σphq ` σpaq ! σphaq
for all a P A and all h P H.
(iv) Set L :“ QX θpQq, HL :“ H XL and H
Q :“ HL˙UQ where UQ denotes the unipotent
radical of Q. Then, we have
σphQq ! σpa´1hQaq
for all a P A`
Q
and all hQ P HQ.
Proof: (i) and (ii) are essentially [11] Lemma 1.3.1 (i) and (ii) applied to the group G :“
AGzG. To prove (iii), we first observe that
θpa´1haq “ aha´1 and θphaq´1ha “ a2
for all a P A, h P H . Hence, we have
suppσpaha´1q, σpa´1haqq ! σpa´1haq and σpa2q ! σphaq
for all a P A, h P H . Since σpaq „ σpa2q for all a P A and σphq ! σphaq ` σpaq, this already
suffices to establish the second inequality. To prove the first one, it only remains to show
the following
(2.2.1) We have
σpgq ! suppσpaga´1q, σpa´1gaqq
for all a P A and all g P G.
Fix an embedding ι : G ãÑ SLn for some n ě 1 which sends the torus A into the standard
maximal torus An of SLn. Then, we are reduced to proving 2.2.1 in the particular case
where G “ SLn and A “ An. For every matrix g P SLn, denote by gi,j (1 ď i, j ď n) the
pi, jqth-entry of g and for a P An, set ai “ ai,i. Then, we have
σpgq „ sup
i,j
logp2` |gi,j|q
Hence, it suffices to show that for all 1 ď i, j ď n we have
logp2` |gi,j|q ď sup
`
logp2` |paga´1qi,j|q, logp2` |pa
´1gaqi,j|q
˘
for all g P SLn and a P An. However, paga´1qi,j “ aia
´1
j gi,j, pa
´1gaqi,j “ aja
´1
i gi,j and at
least one of the quotients aia
´1
j , aja
´1
i is of absolute value greater than 1. The result follows.
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We now prove (iv). Every hQ P HQpF q can be written hQ “ hLuQ where hL P HL Ă L
and uQ P UQ. Moreover, we have σpluQq „ σplq ` σpuQq and σpuQq ! σpa´1uQaq for all
l P L, uQ P UQ and a P A
`
Q
. Besides, as HL Ă H , by (iii) we have σphLq ! σpa´1hLaq for all
hL P HL and a P A. It follows that
σphQq „ σphLq ` σpuQq ! σpa
´1hLaq ` σpa
´1uQaq „ σpa
´1hQaq
for all hQ “ hLuQ P HQ “ HL ˙ UQ and all a P A
`
Q
. This proves (iv). 
2.3 Weak Cartan decompositions and Harish-Chandra-Schwartz space
of X
Let A0,j, j P J , be representatives of the HpF q-conjugacy classes of maximal pθ, F q-split tori
of G. There are a finite number of them and by a result of Benoist-Oh and Delorme-Sécherre
([9] and [19]), there exists a compact subset KG Ă GpF q such that
GpF q “
ď
jPJ
HpF qA0,jpF qKG(2.3.1)
This decomposition is called a weak Cartan decomposition.
Let C Ă GpF q be a compact subset with nonempty interior and set
ΞXC pxq “ volXpxCq
´1{2
for all x P X and where volX refers to a GpF q-invariant measure on X (which exists as H
is reductive hence unimodular). If C 1 Ă GpF q is another compact subset with nonempty
interior, the functions ΞXC and Ξ
X
C1 are equivalent and we will denote by Ξ
X any such function
(for some choice of C).
Proposition 2.3.1 (i) For every compact subset K Ď GpF q, we have the following equiv-
alences
ΞXpxkq „ ΞXpxq(2.3.2)
σXpxkq „ σXpxq(2.3.3)
for all x P X and all k P K.
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(ii) Let A0 be a pθ, F q-split subtorus of G. Then, there exists d ą 0 such that
ΞGpaqσpaq´d ! ΞXpaq ! ΞGpaq(2.3.4)
σXpaq „ σpaq(2.3.5)
for all a P A0pF q.
(iii) There exists d ą 0 such that the integralż
X
ΞXpxq2σXpxq
´ddx
is absolutely convergent.
Assume moreover that the pair pG,Hq is tempered, then we have
(iv) For all d ą 0 there exists d1 ą 0 such thatż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGphxqσphxq´d
1
dh ! ΞXpxqσXpxq
´d
for all x P X.
(v) There exist d ą 0 and d1 ą 0 such thatż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGpx´1hxqσpx´1hxq´ddh ! ΞXpxq2σXpxq
d1
for all x P X.
(vi) More generally, let Q be a θ-split parabolic subgroup of G and set L :“ Q X θpQq,
HL :“ H X L and H
Q :“ HL ˙ UQ where UQ denotes the unipotent radical of Q. Let
A0 Ă L be a maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus and set
A`
Q
:“ ta P A0pF q; |αpaq| ě 1 @α P RpA0, UQqu
where UQ denotes the unipotent radical of Q. Then, H
Q is a unimodular algebraic
group, pG,HQq is a tempered pair and, fixing a Haar measure dhQ on HQpF q, there
exists d ą 0 and d1 ą 0 such thatż
AH
G
pF qzHQpF q
ΞGpa´1hQaqσpa´1hQaq´ddhQ ! ΞXpaq2σXpaq
d1
for all a P A`
Q
.
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Proof:
(i) is easy and left to the reader.
(ii) Let M0 be the centralizer of A0 in G. For all P0 P PθpM0q set
A`P0 :“ ta P A0pF q; |αpaq| ě 1 @α P RpA0, P0qu
Then
A0pF q “
ď
P0PPθpM0q
A`P0(2.3.6)
Thus, we may fix P0 P PθpMq, set A` :“ A`P0 and prove 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 for those a
belonging to A`. Since P0 is θ-split, HP0 is open in G. The proof of (ii) is now the
same as Proposition 6.7.1(ii) of [11] after replacing Proposition 6.4.1(iii) of loc. cit. by
Lemma 2.2.1 (iii).
(iii) The proof is exactly the same as for Proposition 6.7.1 (iii) of [11]: we use the weak
Cartan decomposition 2.3.1 to show that X has polynomial growth in the sense of [10]
and then we conclude as in loc. cit.
(iv) Let A0 be a maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus of G,M0 :“ CentGpA0q and P0 P PθpM0q. By
the decompositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.6, points (i) and (ii) and Lemma 2.2.1(iii) it suffices
to show the existence of d ą 0 such thatż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGphaqσphq´ddh ! ΞGpaq
for all a P A`P0 . Since P0 is θ-split, HpF qP0pF q is open in GpF q. It follows that if K
is a maximal compact subgroup of GpF q by which ΞG is right invariant there exists an
open-compact subgroups J Ă GpF q and JH Ă HpF q such that J Ă JHaKa´1 for all
a P A`P0. Hence, for all d ą 0, all k P J and all a P A
`
P0
, writing k “ kHakGa´1 with
kH P JH and kG P K, we haveż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGphkaqσphq´ddh “
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGphaqσphk´1H q
´ddh
It follows that for all d ą 0 we haveż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGphaqσphq´ddh !
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ż
K
ΞGphkaqdkσphq´ddh
for all a P A`P0 and we conclude by the ‘doubling principle’ (see [11] Proposition 1.5.1)
and the fact that the pair pG,Hq is tempered.
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(v) Once again, the proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 6.7.1 (v) of [11] so
that we shall only sketch the argument. Let A0 be a maximal pθ, F q-split torus of G
and P0 P PθpM0q where M0 :“ CentGpA0q. By the weak Cartan decomposition, (i),
(ii), the inequality σphq ! σpa´1haqσpaq and the decomposition 2.3.6, we are reduced
to proving the existence of d, d1 ą 0 such thatż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGpa´1haqσphq´ddh ! ΞGpaq2σpaqd
1
for all a P A`P0. Using the fact that HpF qP0pF q is open in GpF q we show as in the
proof of (iv) that if K is a maximal compact subgroup of GpF q we haveż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGpa´1haqσphq´ddh !
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ż
KˆK
ΞGpa´1k1hk2aqσphq
´ddk1dk2dh
for all a P A`P0 and then we conclude again by the ‘doubling principle’ (see [11] Propo-
sition 1.5.1 (vi)) and the fact that the pair pG,Hq is tempered.
(vi) The proof that HQ is unimodular is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.8.1 (ii) of [11]
noticing that Q is a good parabolic subgroup with respect to H (that is QH is open in
G) and that HL “ H X Q. Moreover, the fact that the pair pG,HQq is tempered and
the estimate can be proved in much the same way as Proposition 6.8.1 (iv)-(vi) of [11].
Indeed, if we denote by M0 the centralizer of A0 in G, we have
A`
Q
“
ď
P0PPθpM0q
P0ĂQ
A`
P 0
and thus, fixing P0 P PθpM0q with P0 Ă Q, it suffices to show the existence of d, d1 ą 0
such that
(2.3.7) The integral
ż
AH
G
pF qzHQpF q
ΞGphQqσphQq´ddhQ converges;
and
(2.3.8)
ż
AH
G
pF qzHQpF q
ΞGpa´1hQaqσpa´1hQaq´ddhQ ! ΞXpaq2σXpaq
d1 for all a P A`
P 0
.
Then, 2.3.7 can be proved exactly as Proposition 6.8.1 (iv) of [11] where the only inputs
used are the facts that QH is open in G and that the pair pG,Hq is tempered. Also,
2.3.8 can be proved exactly as Proposition 6.8.1 (vi) of loc. cit. where this time the
only inputs are the estimates of (ii) and of Lemma 2.2.1 (iv), the convergence of 2.3.7
and the fact that P 0H is open in G. 
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2.4 Proof of theorem 2.1.1
By Proposition 2.3.1 (iii), it suffices to establish the two following claims
(2.4.1) For all f P Sω,scusppGpF qq the function x ÞÑ K
χ
f pxq is compactly supported.
(2.4.2) Assume that the pair pG,Hq is tempered. Then, for all d ą 0 and all f P Cω,scusppGpF qq,
we have
|Kχf pxq| ! Ξ
Xpxq2σXpxq
´d
for all x P X.
We will only show 2.4.2, the proof of 2.4.1 being similar and actually slightly easier. Moreover,
the proof of 2.4.2 is also very similar to the proof of Theorem 8.1.1 (ii) of [11]. We will thus
content ourself with outlining the main steps. Let A0 be a maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus of
G, M0 :“ CentGpA0q and P0 “ M0U0 P PθpM0q. Let P 0 “ θpP0q be the opposite parabolic
subgroup and set
A`
P 0
:“ ta P A0pF q; |αpaq| ě 1 @α P RpA0, P 0qu
By the weak Cartan decomposition 2.3.1 as well as Proposition 2.3.1(i), it suffices to show
2.4.2 only for x “ a P A`
P 0
. For all Q P F θpM0q and δ ą 0 set
A`
Q
pδq :“ ta P A0pF q; |αpaq| ě e
δσpaq @α P RpA0, UQqu
where Q :“ θpQq and UQ denotes the unipotent radical of Q. Then, if δ is sufficiently small
we have
A`
P 0
“
ď
QPFθpM0q´tGu,P0ĂQ
A`
Q
pδq X A`
P 0
Thus, fixing Q P F θpM0q ´ tGu with P0 Ă Q and δ ą 0, it suffices to prove the estimate
2.4.2 only for x “ a P A`
Q
pδq X A`
P 0
. We fix such a Q and such a δ henceforth. Let UQ be
the unipotent radical of Q and set L :“ Q X Q, HL :“ H X L and HQ :“ HL ˙ UQ. We
define a unitary character χQ of HQpF q by setting χQphLuQq “ χphLq for all hL P HLpF q
and uQ P UQpF q. Then by Proposition 2.3.1(vi) , HQ is a unimodular algebraic group and
the pair pG,HQq is tempered. Thus, fixing a Haar measure dhQ on HQpF q, we can define
K
χ,Q
f pxq :“
ż
AH
G
pF qzHQpF q
fpx´1hQxqχQphQq´1dhQ
for all f P CωpGpF qq and all x P GpF q. As UQ Ă HQ Ă Q, for any strongly cuspidal function
f P Cω,scusppGpF qq, the function K
χ,Q
f vanishes identically. Therefore, it is sufficient to show
the existence of c ą 0 such that for every f P CωpGpF qq and d ą 0 we have
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∣
∣
∣K
χ
f paq ´ cK
χ,Q
f paq
∣
∣
∣ ! ΞXpaq2σXpaq
´d(2.4.3)
for all a P A`
Q
pδq X A`
P 0
. We prove this following closely the proof of Proposition 8.1.4 of
[11]. We henceforth fix f P CωpGpF qq and d ą 0.
The F -analytic map
HpF q X P 0pF qU0pF q Ñ U0pF q
h “ pu ÞÑ u
is submersive at the origin (this follows from the fact that P 0pF qHpF q is open in GpF q).
Therefore, we may find a compact-open neighborhood U0 of 1 in U0pF q together with an
F -analytic map
h : U0 Ñ HpF q
such that hpuq P P 0pF qu for all u P U0 and hp1q “ 1. Set UQ :“ U0 X UQpF q, H :“
HLpF qhpUQq and fix Haar measures dhL and duQ on HLpF q and UQpF q whose product is
the fixed Haar measure on HQpF q. The following fact is easy and can be proved exactly the
same way as point (8.1.7) of [11] (note that here H XQ “ H X L):
(2.4.4) The map HLpF q ˆ UQ Ñ HpF q, phL, uQq ÞÑ hLhpuQq, is an F -analytic open embed-
ding with image H and there exists a smooth function j P C8pUQq such thatż
H
ϕphqdh “
ż
HLpF q
ż
UQ
ϕphLhpuQqqjpuQqduQdhL
for all ϕ P L1pHq.
Fix ǫ ą 0 that we will assume sufficiently small in what follows. By Lemma 2.2.1(ii), for ǫ
small enough we have
aUQ ră ǫσpaqs a
´1 Ď UQ
for all a P A`
Q
pδq. This allows us to define
Hăǫ,a :“ HLpF qh
`
aUQ ră ǫσpaqs a
´1
˘
,
HQ,ăǫ,a :“ HLpF qaUQ ră ǫσpaqs a
´1
and the following expressions
K
χ,ăǫ
f paq :“
ż
AH
G
pF qzHăǫ,a
fpa´1haqχphq´1dh
K
χ,Q,ăǫ
f paq :“
ż
AH
G
pF qzHQ,ăǫ,a
fpa´1hQaqχQphQq´1dhQ
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for all a P A`
Q
pδq. Set c “ jp1q (where the function jp.q is the one appearing in 2.4.4).
Obviously 2.4.3 will follows if we can show that for ǫ sufficiently small we have:
∣
∣K
χ
f paq ´K
χ,ăǫ
f paq
∣
∣ ! ΞXpaq2σXpaq
´d(2.4.5)
∣
∣
∣K
Q
f paq ´K
χ,Q,ăǫ
f paq
∣
∣
∣ ! ΞXpaq2σXpaq
´d(2.4.6)
K
χ,ăǫ
f paq “ cK
χ,Q,ăǫ
f paq(2.4.7)
for all a P A`
Q
pδq X A`
P 0
.
First we prove 2.4.5 and 2.4.6. By Lemma 2.2.1 (i)-(iii)-(iv) and noticing that
Hăǫ,a “ HpF q XQpF qaUQ ră ǫσpaqs a
´1 and HQ,ăǫ,a “ HQpF q XQpF qaUQ ră ǫσpaqs a
´1,
we see that σpaq ! σpa´1haq and σpaq ! σpa´1hQaq for all a P A`
Q
pδq, h P HpF qzHăǫ,a and
hQ P HQpF qzHQ,ăǫ,a. Thus, by definition of CωpGpF qq, for every d1 ą 0 and d2 ą 0, the left
hand sides of 2.4.5 and 2.4.6 are essentially bounded by
σpaq´d1
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
ΞGpa´1haqσpa´1haq´d2dh
and
σpaq´d1
ż
AH
G
pF qzHQpF q
ΞGpa´1hQaqσpa´1hQaq´d2dhQ
for all a P A`
Q
pδq respectively. By Proposition 2.3.1 (v)-(vi), there exists d3 ą 0 such
that for d2 sufficiently large the last two expressions above are essentially bounded by
ΞXpaq2σXpaq
d3σpaq´d1 for all a P A`
Q
. Finally, by Proposition 2.3.1 (ii), if d1 is sufficiently
large we have σXpaqd3σpaq´d1 ! σXpaq´d for all a P A0pF q. This proves 2.4.5 and 2.4.6.
It only remains to prove 2.4.7. By 2.4.4 and the choice of Haar measures, we have
K
χ,ăǫ
f paq “
ż
AH
G
pF qzHLpF q
ż
aUQrăǫσpaqsa´1
fpa´1hLhpuQqaqχphLhpuQqq
´1jpuQqduQdhL(2.4.8)
and
K
χ,Q,ăǫ
f paq “
ż
AH
G
pF qzHLpF q
ż
aUQrăǫσpaqsa´1
fpa´1hLuQaqχphLq
´1duQdhL(2.4.9)
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for all a P A`
Q
pδq. Since the function uQ ÞÑ χphpuQqq´1jpuQq is smooth, by Lemma 2.2.1(ii)
for ǫ sufficiently small we have
χphpuQqq
´1jpuQq “ jp1q “ c(2.4.10)
for all a P A`
Q
pδq and all uQ P aUQră ǫσpaqsa´1. Let J Ă GpF q be a compact-open subgroup
by which f is right invariant. By definition, the map uQ ÞÑ hpuQqu
´1
Q is F -analytic, sends 1
to 1 and takes values in P 0pF q. By Lemma 2.2.1(ii) again, it follows that for all 0 ă δ1 ă δ
and all c0 ą 0 if ǫ is sufficiently small we have
a´1hpuQqu
´1
Q a P exp
´
Bp0, c0e
´δ1σpaqq X p0pF q
¯
for all a P A`
Q
pδq X A`
P 0
and all uQ P aUQră ǫσpaqsa´1. Moreover, there exists α ą 0 such
that |Adpg´1qX|g ď eασpgq|X|g for all g P GpF q and all X P gpF q. Hence, if ǫ is sufficiently
small we have
a´1u´1Q hpuQqa “ pa
´1uQaq
´1pa´1hpuQqu
´1
Q aqpa
´1uQaq P J(2.4.11)
for all a P A`
Q
pδq X A`
P 0
and all uQ P aUQră ǫσpaqsa´1. It is clear that 2.4.7 follows from
2.4.8, 2.4.9, 2.4.10 and 2.4.11 and this ends the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. 
3 The spectral side
3.1 The statement
In this chapter G is a connected reductive group over F , G :“ G{AG and H is a symmetric
subgroup of G. As in the previous chapter, we let AHG as the connected component of HXAG.
Let ω and χ be continuous unitary characters of AGpF q and HpF q respectively such that
ω|AH
G
pF q “ χ|AH
G
pF q. Set
νpHq :“ rHpF q X AGpF q : AHpF qs
In §2.1, we have defined a linear form
f P Sω,scusppGpF qq ÞÑ J
χpfq
which, if pG,Hq is a tempered pair, extends to a continuous linear form
f P Cω,scusppGpF qq ÞÑ J
χpfq
For all π P IrrpGq we define a multiplicity mpπ, χq by
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mpπ, χq :“ dimHomHpπ, χq
where HomHpπ, χq denotes the space of linear forms ℓ : π Ñ C such that ℓ˝πphq “ χphqℓ for
all h P HpF q. By Theorem 4.5 of [18], we know that this space is always finite dimensional
so that the multiplicity mpπ, χq is well-defined.
Recall that Irrω,cusppGq, resp. Irrω,sqrpGq, denote the sets of equivalence classes of irre-
ducible supercuspidal, resp. square-integrable, representations of GpF q with central charac-
ter ω. Define the following linear forms
f P Sω,scusppGpF qq ÞÑ J
χ
spec,cusppfq :“ νpHq
ÿ
πPIrrω,cusppGq
mpπ, χqTracepπ_pfqq
and
f P Cω,scusppGpF qq ÞÑ J
χ
spec,discpfq :“ νpHq
ÿ
πPIrrω,sqrpGq
mpπ, χqTracepπ_pfqq
Notice that the sums defining these linear forms are always finite by the result of Harish-
Chandra that for every compact-open subgroup J Ă GpF q the set of π P Irrω,sqrpGq with
πJ ‰ 0 is finite ([45] Théorème VIII.1.2). Recall that in §1.6 we have introduced certain
spaces 0SωpGpF qq, 0CωpGpF qq of cusp forms. The goal of this chapter is to prove the following
Theorem 3.1.1 For all f P 0SωpGpF qq we have
Jχpfq “ Jχspec,cusppfq
Moreover, if pG,Hq is a tempered pair, for all f P 0CωpGpF qq we have
Jχpfq “ Jχspec,discpfq
3.2 Explicit description of the intertwinings
For all π P Irrω,cusppGpF qq we define a bilinear form
Bπ : π ˆ π
_ Ñ C
by
Bπpv, v
_q :“
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
xπphqv, v_yχphq´1dh
for all pv, v_q P π ˆ π_. If pG,Hq is a tempered pair and π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq then the above
integral is also absolutely convergent and thus also defines a bilinear form Bπ : πˆ π_ Ñ C.
In all cases, we have
Bπpπph1qv, π
_ph2qv
_q “ χph1qχ
´1ph2qBπpv, v
_q
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for all pv, v_q P π ˆ π_ and all h1, h2 P HpF q. Thus Bπ factorizes through a bilinear form
Bπ : πχ ˆ π
_
χ´1 Ñ C
where πχ and π_χ´1 denote the spaces of pHpF q, χq- and pHpF q, χ
´1q-coinvariants in π and
π_ respectively i.e. the quotients of π and π_ by the subspaces generated by vectors of
the form πphqv ´ χphqv (h P HpF q, v P π) and π_phqv_ ´ χphq´1v_ (h P HpF q, v_ P π_)
respectively. The following proposition has been proved in more generality in [44] Theorem
6.4.1 when the subgroup H is strongly tempered (in the sense of loc. cit.). The same kind of
idea already appears in [47] Proposition 5.6.
Proposition 3.2.1 Bπ induces a nondegenerate pairing between πχ and πχ´1.
Proof: We will prove the proposition when pG,Hq is a tempered pair and π P Irrω,sqrpGq,
the case where π P Irrω,cusppGq being similar and easier. Fix a GpF q-invariant scalar product
p., .q on π. We can define the following sesquilinear version of Bπ
Lπ : π ˆ π Ñ C
pv, v1q ÞÑ
ż
AH
G
pF qzHpF q
pπphqv, v1qχphq´1dh
which factorizes through a sesquilinear pairing Lπ : πχ ˆ πχ Ñ C. Obviously, it suffices to
show that this pairing is non degenerate. Since πχ is finite dimensional, this is equivalent to
saying that the map
v P π ÞÑ Lπp., vq P HomHpπ, χq
is surjective. To continue we need the following lemma, a consequence of the weak Cartan
decomposition (2.3.1):
Lemma 3.2.1 For all ℓ P HomHpπ, χq and all v P π we haveż
X
|ℓpπpxqvq|2dx ă 8
and moreover for all f P Cω´1pGpF qq the integralż
AGpF qzGpF q
fpgqℓpπpgqvqdg
is absolutely convergent and equals ℓpπpfqvq.
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Proof: For every compact-open subgroup J Ă GpF q we will denote by eJ ˚ℓ the smooth linear
form (i.e. an element of π_) v P π ÞÑ 1
volpJq
ş
J
ℓpπpkqvqdk. Let A0 be a maximal pθ, F q-split
subtorus of G, M0 :“ CentGpA0q (a minimal θ-split Levi subgroup) and P0 P PθpM0q. Set
A`P0 :“ ta P A0pF q; |αpaq| ě 1 @α P ∆P0u
Then, by the weak Cartan decomposition 2.3.1 and Proposition 2.3.1(i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv), in order
to prove that the two integrals of the proposition are convergent it suffices to show that for
all d ą 0 we have
|ℓpπpaqvq| ! ΞGpaqσpaq´d(3.2.1)
for all a P A`P0 . Let J Ă GpF q be a compact-open subgroup such that v P π
J . Since P0 is
θ-split, HpF qP0pF q is open in GpF q and consequently there exists a compact-open subgroup
J 1 Ă GpF q such that
J 1 Ă HpF qa pJ X P0pF qq a
´1
for all a P A`P0 . Thus, for all a P A
`
P0
we have ℓpπpaqvq “ xeJ 1 ˚ ℓ, πpaqvy and the inequality
3.2.1 now follows from the known asymptotics of smooth coefficients of square-integrable
representations.
To prove the last part of the proposition, choose J Ă GpF q a compact-open subgroup by
which f is invariant on the left. Then, we haveż
AGpF qzGpF q
fpgqℓpπpgqvqdg “
1
volpJq
ż
AGpF qzGpF q
fpgq
ż
J
ℓpπpkgqvqdkdg
“
ż
AGpF qzGpF q
fpgqxeJ ˚ ℓ, πpgqvydg
“ xeJ ˚ ℓ, πpfqvy “ ℓpπpfqvq 
By the lemma we can define a scalar product, also denoted p., .q, on HomHpπ, χq charac-
terized by ż
X
ℓpπpxqvqℓ1pπpxqv1qdx “ pℓ, ℓ1qpv, v1q
for all ℓ, ℓ1 P HomHpπ, χq and all v, v1 P π. Let ℓ P HomHpπ, χq which is orthogonal for this
scalar product to all the forms Lπp., vq for v P π. To conclude it suffices to show that this
implies ℓ “ 0. Since for all v, v1 P π we have pv, πp.qv1q P Cω´1pGpF qq, by the lemma we have
0 “
ż
X
ℓpπpxqv1qLπpπpxqv1, vqdx “ νpHq
ż
AGpF qzGpF q
ℓpπpgqv1qpv, πpgqv1qdg “
νpHq
dpπq
ℓpvqpv1, v1q
for all v, v1 P π and where dpπq stands for the formal degree of π. Hence, ℓ “ 0. 
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
Once again we will prove the theorem in the case where pG,Hq is a tempered pair and f P
0CωpGpF qq. The case where f P 0SωpGpF qq is completely similar since compactly supported
cusp forms are linear combinations of matrix coefficients of supercuspidal representations
whereas a general cusp form f P 0CωpGpF qq is a linear combination of matrix coefficients of
square-integrable representations.
More precisely, let f P 0CωpGpF qq and for all π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq, set fπpgq :“ Tracepπ_pg´1qπ_pfqq
for all g P GpF q. Then, we have fπ P 0CωpGpF qq for all π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq and by the Harish-
Chandra-Plancherel formula for cusp forms 1.6.1 we have
Jχpfq “
ÿ
πPIrrω,sqrpGpF qq
dpπqJχpfπq
Thus, it suffices to show that
Jχpfπq “ νpHqdpπq
´1mpπ, χqTracepπ_pfqq
for all π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq. Fix π P Irrω,sqrpGpF qq. As fπ is a sum of coefficients of π, the
equality above is equivalent to
Jχpfv,v_q “ νpHqdpπq
´1mpπ, χqfv,v_p1q
for all pv, v_q P π ˆ π_ where fv,v_pgq :“ xπpgqv, v_y for all g P GpF q. Fix pv, v_q P π ˆ π_.
Then, we have
K
χ
fv,v_
pxq “ Bπpπpxqv, π
_pxqv_q
for all x P X. Choose a basis pv1, . . . , vNq of πχ (where N “ mpπ, χq) and let pv_1 , . . . , v
_
Nq
be the dual basis of π_
χ´1
with respect to Bπ (such a dual basis exists thanks to Proposition
3.2.1). Let pv1, . . . , vN q and pv_1 , . . . , v
_
Nq be any lifting of these basis to π and π
_ respectively.
Then we have
Bπpπpxqv, π
_pxqv_q “
Nÿ
i“1
Bπpπpxqv, v
_
i qBπpvi, π
_pxqv_q
for all x P X. Now by Lemma 3.2.1, we have
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Jχpfv,v_q “
ż
X
Bπpπpxqv, π
_pxqv_qdx “
Nÿ
i“1
ż
X
Bπpπpxqv, v
_
i qBπpvi, π
_pxqv_qdx
“ νpHq
Nÿ
i“1
ż
AGpF qzGpF q
xπpgqv, v_i yBπpvi, π
_pgqv_qdg
“ νpHq
Nÿ
i“1
xv, v_y
dpπq
Bπpvi, v
_
i q
“ νpHqN
xv, v_y
dpπq
“ νpHqdpπq´1mpπ, χqfv,v_p1q 
4 The geometric side
4.1 The statement
In this chapter E{F is a quadratic extension, H is a connected reductive group over F and
G :“ RE{FHE. We have a natural inclusion H ãÑ G and we shall denote by θ involution of
G induced by the nontrivial element of GalpE{F q. Hence H “ Gθ. Note that in this case,
with the notations of §2.1 we have AHG “ AH . Set
νpHq :“ rHpF q X AGpF q : AHpF qs
As in §2.1, we let G :“ G{AG, H :“ H{AH , X :“ AGpF qHpF qzGpF q, X :“ HAGzG,
σX :“ σX and σ :“ σG. Note that X is an open subset of XpF q. We have the following
identity between Weyl discriminants
DHphq “ DGphq1{2, h P HregpF q(4.1.1)
which will be crucial in what follows.
Let ω and χ be continuous unitary characters of AGpF q and HpF q respectively such that
ω|AHpF q “ χ|AHpF q. In §2.1, we have defined a continuous linear form f P Cω,scusppGpF qq ÞÑ
Jχpfq. We define a second continuous linear form f P Cω,scusppGpF qq ÞÑ Jχgeompfq by setting
Jχgeompfq :“ νpHq
ÿ
TPTellpHq
|W pH, T q|´1
ż
T pF q
DHptqΘfptqχptq
´1dt
for all f P Cω,scusppGpF qq, where TellpHq denotes a set of representatives of the HpF q-
conjugacy classes of maximal elliptic tori in H , we have set T :“ T {AH for all T P TellpHq
and we recall that T pF q is equipped with the Haar measure of total mass 1. Since for all
f P Cω,scusppGpF qq the function pDGq1{2Θf is locally bounded, by 4.1.1 we see that the ex-
pression defining Jχgeompfq is absolutely convergent. The goal of this chapter is to show the
following
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Theorem 4.1.1 For all f P Cω,scusppGpF qq, we have
Jχpfq “ Jχgeompfq
We fix a function f P Cω,scusppGpF qq until the end of this chapter.
4.2 Truncation and first decomposition
We fix a sequence pκNqNě1 of functions κN : XpF q Ñ t0, 1u satisfying the two following
conditions:
(4.2.1) There exist C1, C2 ą 0 such that for all x P XpF q and all N ě 1, we have:
σXpxq ď C1N ñ κNpxq “ 1
κNpxq ‰ 0ñ σXpxq ď C2N
(4.2.2) There exists an open-compact subgroup K 1 Ă GpF q such that the function κN is
right-invariant by K 1 for all N ě 1.
Such a sequence of truncation functions is easy to construct (see [11] §10.9). Set
J
χ
Npfq “
ż
X
Kχpf, xqκN pxqdx
for all N ě 1. Then we have
Jχpfq “ lim
NÑ8
J
χ
Npfq(4.2.3)
Let T pHq be a set of representatives of the HpF q-conjugacy classes of maximal tori in H .
By the Weyl integration formula for H , we have
Kχpf, xq “
ÿ
TPT pHq
|W pH, T q|´1
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
T pF qzHpF q
fpx´1h´1thxqdhχptq´1dt
where we have set T :“ T {AH for all T P T pHq. At least formally, it follows that for all
N ě 1
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J
χ
N pfq “
ÿ
TPT pHq
|W pH, T q|´1
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
TGpF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqκN,T pgqdgχptq
´1dt(4.2.4)
where for all T P T pHq we have denoted by TG the centralizer of T in G (a maximal torus
in G) and we have set
κN,T pgq :“
ż
AGpF qT pF qzTGpF q
κN pagqda
for all g P GpF q. Define
J
χ
N,T pfq :“
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
TGpF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqκN,T pgqdgχptq
´1dt
for all N ě 1 and all T P T pHq. The equality 4.2.4 can thus be restated as
J
χ
Npfq “
ÿ
TPT pHq
|W pH, T q|´1JχN,T pfq(4.2.5)
The previous formal manipulations are justified a posteriori by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2.1 (i) There exists k ě 1 such that
κN,T pgq ! N
kσTGzGpgq
k
for all N ě 1 and all g P GpF q.
(ii) For all T P T pHq, the expression defining JχN,T pfq is absolutely convergent and the
identity 4.2.5 is valid.
Proof:
(i) Since the natural inclusion AGT zTG Ă X is a closed immersion (essentially because TG
is θ-stable), we have σXpaq „ σAGT zTGpaq for all a P T
GpF q. As σXpxq ! σXpxgqσpgq
for all px, gq P X ˆGpF q, it follows from 4.2.1 that there exists c1 ą 0 such that for all
N ě 1, all a P TGpF q and all g P GpF q we have
κNpagq ‰ 0ñ σAGT zTGpaq ă c1Nσpgq
Hence, since the function κN is nonnegative and bounded by 1, by 1.2.3 there exists
k ą 0 such that
κN,T pgq ď meas
`
pAGT zT
Gqră c1Nσpgqs
˘
! Nkσpgqk
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for all N ě 1 and all g P GpF q. The function g ÞÑ κN,T pgq being left invariant by
TGpF q we may replace σpgq in the inequality above by infaPTGpF q σpagq which by 1.2.1
is equivalent to σTGzGpgq. This proves (i).
(ii) Since f belongs to the Harish-Chandra-Schwartz space CωpGpF qq, this follows from a
combination of (i), 4.1.1 and Lemma 1.9.4. 
From now on and until the end of §4.5, we fix a torus T P T pHq.
4.3 Change of truncation
Set T
G
:“ TG{AG (a maximal torus of G) and let A be the maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus of
T
G
. Let A Ă TG be the inverse image of A and set
κN,Apgq :“
ż
AGpF qzApF q
κNpagqda
for all g P GpF q and all N ě 1. We define the following quantity
νpT q :“ rHpF q X AGpF q : AHpF qs ˆ rApF q X AT pF q : AHpF qs
´1
Then, we have
J
χ
N,T pfq “ νpT q
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqκN,Apgqdgχptq
´1dt(4.3.1)
Indeed, by our choices of Haar measures on tori (see §1.1) and noting that T pF qXAGpF q “
HpF q X AGpF q, we have
κN,T pgq “
ż
AGpF qT pF qzTGpF q
κNpagqda “ rpT X AGqpF q : pAT X AGqpF qs
ż
AGpF qAT pF qzTGpF q
κN pagqda
“ rpH X AGqpF q : pAT XAGqpF qs
ż
AT pF qApF qzTGpF q
ż
AGpF qpAXAT qpF qzApF q
κN pat
GgqdadtG
“ rpH X AGqpF q : pAG X AT qpF qsrpAX AT qpF q : pAG X AT qpF qs
´1
ż
AT pF qApF qzTGpF q
κN,Apt
GgqdtG
“ νpT q
ż
AT pF qApF qzTGpF q
κN,Apt
GgqdtG
for all g P GpF q and all N ě 1, hence the result.
Since ApF qAT pF qzTGpF q is compact by 1.2.1 we have
σTGzGpgq „ inf
aPApF qAT pF q
σpagq(4.3.2)
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for all g P GpF q and hence the same proof as that of Lemma 4.2.1(i) shows that there exists
k ą 0 such that
κN,Apgq ! N
kσTGzGpgq
k(4.3.3)
for all N ě 1 and all g P GpF q.
Let M be the centralizer in G of A. It is a θ-split Levi subgroup with AM,θ “ Aθ. Indeed,
the inclusion Aθ Ă AM,θ is obvious and TG is a maximal torus of M hence AM,θ is included
in ATG,θ “ Aθ. Let A0 be a maximal pθ, F q-split subtorus of G containing A and denote by
A0 its inverse image in G. Let M0 be the centralizer in G of A0. It is a minimal θ-split Levi
subgroup, we again have A0,θ “ AM0,θ and we set A0,θ :“ AM0,θ. Let K be a special maximal
compact subgroup of GpF q. We use K to define the functions HQ,θ for all Q P F θpM0q (see
§1.8.1). Fix P0 P PθpM0q and let ∆0 be the set of simple roots of A0 in P0. To every Y P A
`
P0,θ
we associate a positive pG,M0, θq-orthogonal set pYP 10qP 10PPθpM0q by setting YP 10 “ wY where w
is the unique element in the little Weyl groupW pG,A0q such that wP0 “ P 10. By the general
constructions of §1.8.2, this also induces a positive pG,M, θq-orthogonal set pYP qPPPθpMq. For
all g P GpF q, we define another pG,M, θq-orthogonal set Ypgq “ pYpgqP qPPPθpMq by setting
YpgqP :“ YP ´HP,θpgq
for all P P PθpMq where P :“ θpP q. Recall that this pG,M, θq-orthogonal set induces a
function ΓGM,θp.,Ypgqq on AM,θ (see §1.8.2). If Ypgq is a positive pG,M, θq-orthogonal set
then this is just the characteristic function of the convex hull of tYpgqP ;P P PθpMqu. Define
rvM,θpY, gq :“ ż
AGpF qzApF q
ΓGM,θpHM,θpaq,Ypgqqda
for all Y P A`P0,θ and all g P GpF q. Fixing a norm |.| on A0,θ, by 1.2.3 there exists k ą 0
such that we have an inequality
|rvM,θpY, gq| ! p1` |Y |qkσTGzGpgqk(4.3.4)
for all Y P A`P0,θ and all g P GpF q. Define the following expression
J
χ
Y,T pfq :“ νpT q
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqrvM,θpY, gqdgχptq´1dt
for all Y P A`P0,θ. Using 4.3.4 and reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1(ii), we can show
that this expression is absolutely convergent.
Proposition 4.3.1 Let 0 ă ǫ1 ă ǫ2 ă 1. Then, for all k ą 0 we have
∣
∣J
χ
N,T pfq ´ J
χ
Y,T pfq
∣
∣ ! N´k
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for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ satisfying the two inequalities
N ǫ1 ď inf
αP∆0
αpY q(4.3.5)
sup
αP∆0
αpY q ď N ǫ2(4.3.6)
Proof: Let 0 ă ǫ1 ă ǫ2 ă 1. For M ą 0 we will denote by 1ăM and 1ěM the characteristic
functions of the sets of g P GpF q satisfying inf
aPApF qAT pF q
σpagq ăM and inf
aPApF qAT pF q
σpagq ěM
respectively. For all M ą 0, we can write
J
χ
N,T pfq “ J
χ
N,T,ăMpfq ` J
χ
N,T,ěMpfq
J
χ
Y,T pfq “ J
χ
Y,T,ăMpfq ` J
χ
Y,T,ěMpfq
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ, where
J
χ
N,T,ăMpfq :“ νpT q
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
1ăMpgqfpg
´1tgqκN,Apgqdgχptq
´1dt
J
χ
N,T,ěMpfq :“ νpT q
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
1ěMpgqfpg
´1tgqκN,Apgqdgχptq
´1dt
and JχY,T,ăMpfq, J
χ
Y,T,ěMpfq are defined by similar expressions. First we show
(4.3.7) For all ǫ ą 0 and all k ą 0 we have
|JχN,T,ěNǫpfq| ! N
´k
and
|JχY,T,ěNǫpfq| ! N
´k
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ satisfying inequality 4.3.6.
By 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 and the fact that f belongs to the Harish-Chandra-Schwartz space
CωpGpF qq, we only need to show that for all k, k1 ą 0 and ǫ ą 0 there exists d ą 0 such that
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
ApF qAT pF qzGpF q
1ěNǫpgqΞ
Gpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´dσTGzGpgq
kdgdt ! N´k
1
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for all N ě 1. By 4.3.2, for all r ą 0 this integral is essentially bounded by
N´ǫr
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
TGpF qzGpF q
ΞGpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´dσTGzGpgq
k`rdgdt
for all N ě 1. By 4.1.1 and Lemma 1.9.4 for all k, r ą 0 there exists d ą 0 making the last
integral above convergent. The claim follows.
Choose ǫ ą 0 such that ǫ ă ǫ1. By 4.3.7, it suffices to show that for all k ą 0 we have
∣
∣J
χ
N,T,ăNǫpfq ´ J
χ
Y,T,ăNǫpfq
∣
∣ ! N´k(4.3.8)
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ satisfying inequalities 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. For Q P F
θpMq,
Y P A`P0,θ and N ě 1, we set
κ
Y,Q
N,Apgq :“
ż
AGpF qzApF q
Γ
Q
M,θpHM,θpaq,Ypgqqτ
G
Q,θpHM,θpaq ´ YpgqQqκNpagqda
for all g P GpF q where the functions ΓQM,θp.,Ypgqq and τ
G
Q,θ have been defined in §1.8.2. Note
that
Γ
Q
M,θp.,Ypagqq “ Γ
Q
M,θp.`HM,θpaq,Ypgqq
for all a P ApF q. Hence the functions κY,QN,A are ApF q-invariant on the left and this allows us
to define the following expressions
J
χ,Y,Q
N,T,ăNǫpfq :“
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
ApF qAT pF qzGpF q
1ăNǫpgqfpg
´1tgqκY,QN,Apgqdgχptq
´1dt
for all N ě 1, all Y P A`P0,θ and all Q P F
θpMq. By 1.8.2, we have
J
χ
N,T,ăNǫpfq “
ÿ
QPFθpMq
J
χ,Y,Q
N,T,ăNǫpfq
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ. Thus, to show 4.3.8 it suffices to establish the two following
facts
(4.3.9) There exists N0 ě 1 such that
J
χ,Y,G
N,T,ăNǫpfq “ J
χ
Y,T,ăNǫpfq
for all N ě N0 and all Y P A
`
P0,θ
satisfying inequality 4.3.6.
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(4.3.10) For all Q P F θpMq, Q ‰ G, and all k ą 0 we have
∣
∣
∣J
χ,Y,Q
N,T,ăNǫpfq
∣
∣
∣ ! N´k
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ satisfying inequality 4.3.5.
First we prove 4.3.9. By definition of Jχ,Y,GN,T,ăNǫpfq and J
χ
Y,T,ăNǫpfq it suffices to show that
there exists N0 ě 1 such that
κ
Y,G
N,Apgq “ rvM,θpY, gq
for all N ě N0, all Y P A
`
P0,θ
satisfying inequality 4.3.6 and all g P GpF q with σpgq ă N ǫ.
Unraveling the definitions of κY,QN,Apgq and rvM,θpY, gq, we see that it would follow if we can
show the implication
ΓGM,θ pHM,θpaq,Ypgqq ‰ 0 ùñ κN pagq “ 1(4.3.11)
for all N " 1, all Y P A`P0,θ satisfying inequality 4.3.6, all g P GpF q with σpgq ă N
ǫ and
all a P ApF q. By 1.8.1, there exists C ą 0 such that for all Y P A`P0,θ, all g P GpF q and all
a P ApF q we have
ΓGM,θ pHM,θpaq,Ypgqq ‰ 0 ùñ σAGzApaq ď C
ˆ
sup
αP∆0
αpY q ` σpgq
˙
As σAGzApaq „ σXpaq (this is a consequence of the facts that A
θAGzA is closed in X and
AGzA
θAG is finite) and σXpagq ! σXpaq ` σpgq for all a P ApF q and all g P GpF q, it follows
that there exists C 1 ą 0 such that for all N ě 1, all Y P A`P0,θ satisfying inequality 4.3.6, all
g P GpF q with σpgq ă N ǫ and all a P ApF q we have
ΓGM,θ pHM,θpaq,Ypgqq ‰ 0 ùñ σXpagq ď C
1 pN ǫ1 `N ǫq
Since ǫ, ǫ1 ă 1, by property 4.2.1 of our sequence of truncation functions the last inequality
above implies κN pagq “ 1 whenever N " 1. This shows 4.3.11 and ends the proof of 4.3.9.
It only remains to prove claim 4.3.10. Fix Q P F θpMq, Q ‰ G, with Levi decomposition Q “
LUQ where L :“ Q X θpQq. Let Q “ θpQq “ LUQ be the opposite parabolic subgroup. We
have the Iwasawa decomposition GpF q “ LpF qUQpF qK and accordingly we can decompose
the integral
ż
ApF qAT pF qzGpF q
1ăNǫpgqfpg
´1tgqκY,QN,Apgqdg “ż
ApF qAT pF qzLpF qˆUQpF qˆK
1ăNǫplukqfpk
´1u´1l´1tlukqκY,QN,Aplukqdldudk
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for all N ě 1, all Y P A`P0,θ and all t P T regpF q. To continue we need the following fact which
we will establish after we finish the proof of 4.3.10:
(4.3.12) There exists N0 ě 1 such that for all N ě N0, all Y P A
`
P0,θ
satisfying inequality
4.3.5 and all l P LpF q, u P UQpF q, k P K with σplukq ă N ǫ we have
κ
Y,Q
N,Aplukq “ κ
Y,Q
N,Aplkq
Taking 4.3.12 for granted we get
ż
ApF qAT pF qzGpF q
1ăNǫpgqfpg
´1tgqκY,QN,Apgqdg “ż
ApF qAT pF qzLpF qˆUQpF qˆK
1ăNǫplukqfpk
´1u´1l´1tlukqκY,QN,Aplkqdldudk
for all N " 1, all t P T regpF q and all Y P A
`
P0,θ
satisfying inequality 4.3.5. As f is strongly
cuspidal if we forget the term 1ăNǫplukq in the integrand of the last integral above we get
zero. Thus, we have
ż
ApF qAT pF qzGpF q
1ăNǫpgqfpg
´1tgqκY,QN,Apgqdg “
´
ż
ApF qAT pF qzLpF qˆUQpF qˆK
1ěNǫplukqfpk
´1u´1l´1tlukqκY,QN,Aplkqdldudk
for all N " 1, all t P T regpF q and all Y P A
`
P0,θ
satisfying inequality 4.3.5. Hence, to get
4.3.10 it only remains to show that for all k ą 0 we have
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
ApF qAT pF qzLpF qˆUQpF qˆK
1ěNǫplukq
∣
∣fpk´1u´1l´1tlukq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣κ
Y,Q
N,Aplkq
∣
∣
∣ dldudkdt ! N´k
(4.3.13)
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`θ,P0. Since for all pG,M, θq-orthogonal set Z “ pZP qPPPθpMq the
function X P Aθ ÞÑ Γ
Q
M,θpX,Zq is uniformly bounded independently of Z (this follows from
the definition of this function) and τGQ,θ is a characteristic function, we have
∣
∣
∣κ
Y,Q
N,Apgq
∣
∣
∣ ! κN,Apgq
for all N ě 1, all Y P A`P0,θ and all g P GpF q. Hence, by 4.3.3 and the fact that f belongs to
the Harish-Chandra-Schwartz space CωpGpF qq there exists k ą 0 such that for all d ą 0 the
left hand side of 4.3.13 is essentially bounded by the product of Nk with
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ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
ApF qAT pF qzLpF qˆUQpF qˆK
1ěNǫplukqΞ
Gpk´1u´1l´1tlukqσpk´1u´1l´1tlukq´d
σTGzGplkq
kdldudkdt
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θ. Since T
G Ă L we have σTGzGplkq ! σTGzGplukq for all
l P LpF q, u P UQpF q and all k P K. Thus, the last expression above is essentially bounded
by ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
ApF qAT pF qzGpF q
1ěNǫpgqΞ
Gpg´1tgqσpg´1tgq´dσTGzGpgq
kdg
for all N ě 1. We already saw that for all k1 ą 0 we can find d ą 0 such that this last
integral is essentially bounded by N´k
1
for all N ě 1. This shows 4.3.13 and ends the proof
of 4.3.10 granting 4.3.12.
We now prove 4.3.12. For g P GpF q, the function ΓQM,θp.,Ypgqqτ
G
Q,θp.´ YpgqQq depends only
on the points YpgqP for all P P PθpMq with P Ă Q and those points remain invariant by
left translation of g by UQpF q. Hence, it suffices to show the following:
(4.3.14) There exists N0 ě 1 such that for all N ě N0, all Y P A
`
P0,θ
satisfying inequality
4.3.5, all l P LpF q, u P UQpF q, k P K with σplukq ă N ǫ and all a P ApF q we have
Γ
Q
M,θpHM,θpaq,Yplqqτ
G
Q,θpHM,θpaq ´ YplqQq ‰ 0ñ κNpalukq “ κN palkq
Let N ě 1 and Y , l, u, k be as above (in particular Y satisfies condition 4.3.5 and σplukq ă
N ǫ). We will show that the conclusion of 4.3.14 holds provided N is sufficiently large. Let
a P ApF q be such that
Γ
Q
M,θpHM,θpaq,Yplqqτ
G
Q,θpHθ,Mpaq ´ YplqQq ‰ 0
We need to show that κNpalukq “ κN palkq.
There exists C ą 0 such that for all g P GpF q and all Y P A`P0,θ if
σpgq ď C inf
αP∆0
αpY q
then YpgqP P A`P,θ for all P P P
θpMq and thus Ypgq is a positive pG,M, θq-orthogonal set.
As ǫ ă ǫ1 it follows that for N sufficiently large the pG,M, θq-orthogonal set Yplq is positive.
In particular, again for N sufficiently large, the function
X P AM,θ ÞÑ Γ
Q
M,θpX,Yplqqτ
G
Q,θpX ´ YplqQq
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is the characteristic function of the sum ofA`Q,θ with the convex hull of the family pYplqP qPĂQ.
As ǫ ă ǫ1 and σplq ! N ǫ, it follows that
log|βpaq| ě inf
PĂQ
β
`
YP ´HP,θplq
˘
" inf
αP∆0
αpY q ´ σplq " N ǫ1(4.3.15)
for all β P RpA,UQq. Fix a norm |.| on gpF q and let us denote by Bp0, rq the open ball of
radius r centered at the origin for all r ą 0. Since σplul´1q ! N ǫ and ǫ ă ǫ1, we deduce from
4.3.15 that there exists a constant c1 ą 0 such that for N big enough we have
alul´1a´1 P exp
`
Bp0, e´c1N
ǫ1 q
˘
Let Pa P PθpMq be such that HM,θpaq P A
`
Pa,θ
(the closure of the positive chamber associated
to Pa). Since Pa is θ-split, the multiplication map HpF q ˆ PapF q Ñ GpF q is submersive at
the origin and hence this map admits an F -analytic section defined on a neighborhood of
1 in GpF q. It follows that there exists c2 ą 0 (independent of a since there is only a finite
number of possibilities for Pa) so that for N large enough
alul´1a´1 P HpF q exp
`
Bp0, e´c2N
ǫ1 q X papF q
˘
Choose X P Bp0, e´c2N
ǫ1 q X papF q with alul´1a´1 P HpF q exppXq. Since κN is left invariant
by HpF q we have
κNpalukq “ κNpexppXqalkq
As a P A`Pa,θ, ǫ ă ǫ1 and σplq ! N
ǫ, there exists a constant c3 ą 0 such that
k´1l´1a´1Xalk P Bp0, e´c3N
ǫ1 q
By property 4.2.2 of our sequence of truncation functions, we deduce that for N sufficiently
large κN is right invariant by exppk´1l´1a´1Xalkq. Hence,
κNpexppXqalkq “ κN palkq
This proves claim 4.3.14 and ends the proof of the proposition. 
4.4 First computation of the limit
Recall the function g P GpF q ÞÑ vM,θpgq introduced in §1.8.2. Its value at g P GpF q is given
by the volume of the convex hull of the set tHP,θpgq; P P PθpMqu.
Proposition 4.4.1 We have
lim
NÑ8
J
χ
N,T pfq “ p´1q
aG
M,θνpT q
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqvM,θpgqdgχptq
´1dt
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Proof: Let 0 ă ǫ1 ă ǫ2 ă 1, 0 ă δ ă 1 and set
A`P0,θpδq :“ tY P A
`
P0,θ
; inf
αP∆0
αpY q ě δ sup
αP∆0
αpY qu
Then A`P0,θpδq is a cone in A0,θ with nonempty interior. By Proposition 4.3.1 for all k ą 0
we have
∣
∣J
χ
N,T pfq ´ J
χ
Y,T pfq
∣
∣ ! N´k
for all N ě 1 and all Y P A`P0,θpδq with N
ǫ1 ď inf
αP∆0
αpY q ď δ´1N ǫ2 . As for N sufficiently
large the two sets "
Y P A`P0,θpδq; N
ǫ1 ď inf
αP∆0
αpY q ď δ´1N ǫ2
*
and "
Y P A`P0,θpδq; pN ` 1q
ǫ1 ď inf
αP∆0
αpY q ď δ´1pN ` 1qǫ2
*
intersect, it follows that the two limits
lim
NÑ8
J
χ
N,T pfq, lim
Y PA`
P0,θ
pδqÑ8
J
χ
Y,T pfq
exist and are equal. We will denote by Jχ8,T pfq this common limit.
Let A0,θ,F denote the image of A0,θpF q by HM0,θ. Then by Lemma 1.8.2, we know that for
every lattice R Ă A0,θ,F bQ and all g P GpF q the function Y P R X A`P0,θpδq ÞÑ rvM,θpY, gq
coincides with the restriction of an exponential-polynomial of bounded degree and with
exponents in a fixed finite set (both independent of g). Let us denote by rvM,θ,0pR, gq the
constant term of the purely polynomial part of this exponential-polynomial. Then by Lemma
1.8.1, we have
J
χ
8,T pfq “ νpT q
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqrvM,θ,0pR, gqdgχptq´1dt(4.4.1)
for every lattice R Ă A0,θ,F bQ. Fix such a lattice R. By Lemma 1.8.2, there exists r ą 0
such that
∣
∣
∣
∣
rvM,θ,0p1
k
R, gq ´ p´1qa
G
M,θvM,θpgq
∣
∣
∣
∣
! σpgqrk´1
for all k ě 1 and all g P GpF q. Since the left hand side is invariant by left translation of g
by TGpF q, we also have
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∣
∣
∣
∣
rvM,θ,0p1
k
R, gq ´ p´1qa
G
M,θvM,θpgq
∣
∣
∣
∣
! σTGzGpgq
rk´1
for all k ě 1 and all g P GpF q. By Lemma 1.9.4, this implies that
lim
kÑ8
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqrvM,θ,0p1
k
R, gqdgχptq´1dt “
p´1qa
G
M,θ
ż
T pF q
DHptq
ż
AT pF qApF qzGpF q
fpg´1tgqvM,θpgqdgχptq
´1dt
From this and 4.4.1 (which is of course also true if we replace R by 1
k
R, k ě 1) we deduce
the proposition. 
4.5 End of the proof
By the descent formula 1.8.4 and Proposition 4.4.1 we have
lim
NÑ8
J
χ
N,T pfq “ p´1q
aG
M,θνpT q rATGpF q : AT pF qApF qs
ÿ
LPLpMq
dGM,θpLq
ż
T pF q
Φ
Q
Mpt, fqχptq
´1dt
Since f is strongly cuspidal only the term corresponding to L “ G can contribute to the
sum above so that
lim
NÑ8
J
χ
N,T pfq “ p´1q
aG
M,θνpT q rATGpF q : AT pF qApF qs d
G
M,θpGq
ż
T pF q
ΦMpt, fqχptq
´1dt
(4.5.1)
Assume first that T is not elliptic in H . We distinguish two cases:
• If M ‰ CentGpATGq we have ΦM pt, fq “ 0 for all t P T regpF q as M ‰Mptq so that the
limit 4.5.1 vanishes.
• If M “ CentGpATGq, we have A
G,θ
M “ A
H
T ‰ 0 (as T is not elliptic in H), thus
dGM,θpGq “ 0 and the limit 4.5.1 also vanishes in this case.
Hence, in both cases the limit 4.5.1 equals zero for T nonelliptic in H . Now, if T is elliptic in
H we have AT “ AH , ATG “ A and A
G,θ
M “ 0 so that d
G
M,θpGq “ 1, rATGpF q : AT pF qApF qs “
1 and νpT q “ νpHq and we get
lim
NÑ8
J
χ
N,T pfq “ p´1q
aG
MνpHq
ż
T pF q
ΦMpt, fqχptq
´1dt “ νpHq
ż
T pF q
DHptqΘfptqχptq
´1dt
Theorem 4.1.1 now follows from the above equality, 4.2.3 and 4.2.5. 
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5 Applications to a conjecture of Prasad
In this chapter E{F is a quadratic extension, H is a connected reductive group over F and
G :“ RE{FHE . We will denote by θ the involution of G induced by the nontrivial element
of GalpE{F q. Hence H “ Gθ. As before we set G :“ G{AG and H :“ H{AH . If Q is an
algebraic subgroup of H then RE{FQE is an algebraic subgroup of G. Also, note that if P
(resp. M) is a parabolic (resp. Levi) subgroup of G which is θ-stable (i.e. θpP q “ P , resp.
θpMq “ M) then there exists a parabolic (resp. Levi) subgroup P (resp. M) of H such
that P “ RE{FPE (resp. M “ RE{FME). We will denote by RpGq the space of virtual
representations of GpF q that is the complex vector spaces with basis IrrpGq. Similarly, if A
is an abelian group we will denote by RpAq the space of virtual characters of A. We will
write H ipF, .q for the functors of Galois cohomology and if H, G are algebraic groups over F
with H a subgroup of G we will set
ker1pF ;H,Gq :“ Ker
`
H1pF,Hq Ñ H1pF,Gq
˘
By [35] Theorem 1.2, for every connected reductive group over F there exists a natural
structure of abelian group on H1pF,Gq which is uniquely characterized by the fact that
for every elliptic maximal torus T Ă G the natural map H1pF, T q Ñ H1pF,Gq is a group
morphism. Moreover, for every connected reductive groupsH, G and every morphismHÑ G
the induced map H1pF,Hq Ñ H1pF,Gq is a group morphism. Indeed, if T is an elliptic
maximal torus in H (whose existence is guaranteed by [33] p.271) and T 1 is a maximal torus
of G containing the image of T , then we have a commuting square
H1pF, T q //

H1pF, T 1q

H1pF,Hq //H1pF,Gq
where the upper, left and right arrows are morphisms of groups and moreover the map
H1pF, T q Ñ H1pF,Hq is surjective ([35] Lemma 10.2). From these, it easily follows that
H1pF,Hq Ñ H1pF,Gq is a morphism of abelian groups.
Finally, for every π P IrrpGq and every continuous character χ of HpF q we recall that in 3.1
we have defined a multiplicity
mpπ, χq :“ dimHomHpπ, χq
which is always finite by [18], Theorem 4.5. The function π P IrrpGq ÞÑ mpπ, χq extends by
linearity to RpGq.
5.1 A formula for the multiplicity
We will denote by ΓellpHq the set of regular elliptic conjugacy classes in HpF q and we equip
this set with a topology and a measure characterized by the fact that for all x P HregpF q
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the map t P GxpF q ÞÑ tx P ΓellpHq, which is well-defined in a neighborhood of the identity,
is a local isomorphism preserving measures near 1 (recall that in §1.1 we have fixed Haar
measures on the F -points of any torus and in particular on GxpF q). More concretely, if we
fix a set TellpHq of representatives of the HpF q-conjugacy classes of elliptic maximal tori in
H , then for every integrable function ϕ on ΓellpHq we have the following integration formulaż
ΓellpHq
ϕpxqdx “
ÿ
TPTellpHq
|W pH, T q|´1
ż
T pF q
ϕptqdt
where we have set T :“ T {AH for all T P TellpHq and we recall since T is anisotropic, the
Haar measure on T pF q is of total mass 1. For all π P IrrpGq and every continuous character
χ of HpF q with ωπ|AHpF q “ χ|AHpF q, set
mgeompπ, χq :“
ż
ΓellpHq
DHpxqΘπpxqχpxq
´1dx
This expression makes sense since semisimple regular elements of H are also semisimple and
regular in G and the function x P HregpF q ÞÑ DHpxq1{2Θπpxq is locally bounded on HpF q by
[25] Theorem 16.3 and the identity DHpxq “ DGpxq1{2.
Recall that we are denoting by IrrsqrpGq the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible
essentially square-integrable representations of GpF q. The main theorem of this section is
the following.
Theorem 5.1.1 For all π P IrrsqrpGq and every continuous character χ of HpF q with
ωπ|AHpF q “ χ|AH pF q we have
mpπ, χq “ mgeompπ, χq
Proof: Up to twisting π and χ by real unramified characters, we may assume that ωπ and χ
are unitary. Set ω :“ ωπ|AGpF q. By Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 4.1.1, for all f P
0CωpGq we
have ÿ
σPIrrω,sqrpGq
mpσ, χqTracepσ_pfqq “
ż
ΓellpHq
DHpxqΘfpxqχpxq
´1dx
By 1.4.1 and Proposition 1.6.1, when we apply this equality to a coefficient of π we get the
identity of the theorem. 
5.2 Galoisian characters and Prasad’s character ωH,E
Let Hˇ denote the complex dual group of H , ZpHˇq be its center and WF be the Weil group of
F . Denoting by HomcontpHpF q,Cˆq the group of continuous characters of HpF q, Langlands
has defined an homomorphism
αH : H
1pWF , ZpHˇqq Ñ HomcontpHpF q,C
ˆq
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which is injective since F is p-adic but is not always surjective although it is most of the time
(e.g. if H is quasi-split). We refer the reader to [37] for discussion of these matters. We will
call the image of αH the set of Galoisian characters (ofHpF q). Assume thatH is semi-simple.
Let Hsc be the simply connected cover of H and π1pHq be the kernel of the projection Hsc Ñ
H . By Tate-Nakayama duality, we have an isomorphism H1pWF , ZpHˇqq » H1pF, π1pHqqD,
where p.qD denotes duality for finite abelian groups, and the morphism αH is the composition
of this isomorphism with the (dual of the) connecting map HpF q Ñ H1pF, π1pHqq. In
particular, in this case, a character of HpF q is Galoisian if and only if it factorizes through
H1pF, π1pHqq.
In [43], Prasad has defined a quadratic character ωH,E : HpF q Ñ t˘1u which depends not
only onH but also on the quadratic extension E{F . It is a Galoisian character whose simplest
definition is as the image by αH of the cocycle c defined by cpwq “ 1 if w P WE (the Weil
group of E) and cpwq “ z if w PWF zWE , where z denotes the image of the central elementˆ
´1
´1
˙
P SL2pCq by any principal SL2-morphism SL2pCq Ñ Hˇ . In what follows we
shall need another description of Prasad’s character (see [43] §8 for the equivalence between
the two definitions). First of all, ωH,E is the pullback by HpF q Ñ HadpF q of ωHad,E , where
Had denotes the adjoint group of H . Thus, to describe ωH,E we may assume that H is
semisimple. We introduce notations as before: Hsc is the simply connected cover of H and
π1pHq stands for the kernel of the projection Hsc Ñ H . Let B Ă Hsc,F and T Ă B be a Borel
subgroup and a maximal torus thereof (both a priori only defined over F ). Let ρ P X˚
F
pT q be
the half sum of the positive roots of T with respect to B (this belongs to the character lattice
of T since Hsc is simply-connected). Then, it can be easily shown that the restriction of ρ to
π1pHq induces a morphism π1pHq Ñ µ2 defined over F . Pushing this through the inclusion
µ2 ãÑ KerNE{F we get a morphism π1pHq Ñ KerNE{F and ωH,E is simply the composition
of the connecting map HadpF q Ñ H1pF, π1pHqq with the corresponding homomorphism
between Galoisian H1’s:
H1pF, π1pHqq Ñ H
1pF,KerNE{F q » t˘1u
5.3 First application: comparison between inner forms
Let H 1 be another connected reductive group over F and let ψH : HF » H
1
F
be an inner
twisting. Set G1 :“ RE{FH 1. Then ψH induces an inner twisting ψG : GF » G
1
F
(actu-
ally, there are natural isomorphisms GF » HF ˆ HF , G
1
F
» H 1
F
ˆ H 1
F
and using these as
identifications we just have ψG “ ψH ˆ ψH).
Recall that two regular elements x P GregpF q and x1 P G1regpF q are stably conjugate if there
exists g P GpF q such that x1 “ ψGpgxg´1q and the isomorphism ψG ˝ Adpgq : Gx,F » G
1
x1,F
is defined over F . Similarly, two regular elements of GpF q are stably conjugate if they are
conjugate by an element of GpF q which induces an isomorphism defined over F between
their connected centralizers.
We say that a virtual representation Π P RpGq (or Π1 P RpG1q) is stable if its character
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ΘΠ (or ΘΠ1) is constant on regular stable conjugacy classes in GpF q (resp. in G1pF q). Two
stable virtual representations Π P RpGq and Π1 P RpG1q are said to be transfer of each
other if for all pairs px, x1q P GregpF qˆG1regpF q of stably conjugate regular elements we have
ΘΠpxq “ ΘΠ1px
1q. By the main results of [7], every stable virtual representation Π P RpGq
is the transfer of a stable virtual representation Π1 P RpG1q and conversely.
We define similarly the notion of stable conjugacy for regular elements in HpF q and
H 1pF q and of transfer between (virtual) representations of HpF q and H 1pF q. The inner
twist ψH allows to identify the L-groups of H and H 1 and thus to get an identification
H1pWF , ZpHˇqq “ H
1pWF , ZpHˇ
1qq. We say that two Galoisian characters χ, χ1 of HpF q and
H 1pF q correspond to each other if they originate from the same element of H1pWF , ZpHˇqq.
Galoisian characters are always stable and if χ, χ1 are Galoisian characters of HpF q, H 1pF q
respectively that correspond to each other then they are also transfer of each other.
Theorem 5.3.1 Let Π and Π1 be stable virtual essentially square-integrable representations
of GpF q and G1pF q respectively. Let χ and χ1 be Galoisian characters of HpF q and H 1pF q
respectively. Then, if Π, Π1 are transfer of each other and χ, χ1 correspond to each other,
we have
mpΠ, χq “ mpΠ1, χ1q
Proof: Let ΓellpHq{stab be the set of stable conjugacy classes in ΓellpHq. It is easy to see
that we can equip ΓellpHq{stab with a unique topology and a unique measure such that the
natural projection p : ΓellpHq ։ ΓellpHq{stab is a local isomorphism preserving measures
locally. We define ΓellpH
1
q{stab and equip it with a topology and a measure in a similar way.
Let p1 : ΓellpH
1
q ։ ΓellpH
1
q{stab be the natural projection. Since Π and Π1 are stable and
essentially square-integrable, by Theorem 5.1.1 we have
mpΠ, χq “
ż
ΓellpHq{stab
|p´1pxq|DHpxqΘΠpxqχpxq
´1dx
and
mpΠ1, χ1q “
ż
ΓellpH
1
q{stab
|p1
´1
pyq|DH
1
pyqΘΠ1pyqχ
1pyq´1dy
Since we can always transfer elliptic regular elements to all inner forms (see [35] §10),
there is a bijection
ΓellpHq{stab » ΓellpH
1
q{stab
characterized by: x ÞÑ y if and only if x and y are stably conjugate. It is not hard to
see that this bijection preserves measures locally and hence globally. Let x P HregpF q and
y P H 1regpF q be two stably conjugate elements. As ΘΠ, ΘΠ1 on the one hand and χ, χ
1
on the other hand are transfer of each other, we have ΘΠpxq “ ΘΠ1pyq and χpxq “ χ1pyq.
Moreover, we also have DHpxq “ DH
1
pyq. Therefore, to get the theorem it only remains to
show that |p´1pxq| “ |p1´1pyq|. By standard cohomological arguments we have |p´1pxq| “
∣
∣ker1pF ;T,Gq
∣
∣ and |p1´1pyq| “
∣
∣ker1pF ;T 1, G1q
∣
∣ where T :“ Gx and T 1 :“ G1y. Since F
is p-adic, by [35] Theorem 1.2 there exist structures of abelian groups on H1pF,Gq and
H1pF,G1q such that the natural maps H1pF, T q Ñ H1pF,Gq and H1pF, T 1q Ñ H1pF,G1q are
morphisms of groups. Moreover, by [35] Lemma 10.2 these are surjective. It follows that
∣
∣ker1pF ;T,Gq
∣
∣ “ |H1pF, T q||H1pF,Gq|´1 and
∣
∣ker1pF ;T 1, G1q
∣
∣ “ |H1pF, T 1q||H1pF,G1q|´1.
As T and T 1 are F -isomorphic we have H1pF, T q » H1pF, T 1q and by [35] Theorem 1.2 again
we have H1pF,Gq » H1pF,G1q (since G and G1 have isomorphic L-groups). This suffices to
conclude that
∣
∣ker1pF ;T,Gq
∣
∣ “
∣
∣ker1pF ;T 1, G1q
∣
∣ and therefore that |p´1pxq| “ |p1´1pyq|. 
5.4 Elliptic twisted Levi subgroups
In this section we assume for simplicity that H is semi-simple and quasi-split.(All
the results presented in this section are still true, with obvious modifications, in general.
However, the assumption that H is semi-simple and quasi-split simplifies a lot the proofs
and, in any case, we will only need to apply them for such groups.)
We say that an algebraic subgroup M of H is a twisted Levi subgroup if RE{FME is
a Levi subgroup of G. If M is a twisted Levi subgroup of H , we say that it is elliptic if
AM “ t1u.
Lemma 5.4.1 Let M be a Levi subgroup of G and set M :“ M XH. Then, the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) M is an elliptic twisted Levi subgroup of H;
(ii) M contains an elliptic maximal torus of H;
(iii) AM is θ-split;
(iv) M is θ-split and PpMq “ PθpMq.
Proof:(i)ñ (ii): By [33] p.271, M contains a maximal torus T such that AT “ AM “ t1u.
Thus, T is elliptic and since M is of the same (absolute) rank as H , it is also maximal in
H . This proves the first implication.
(ii)ñ (iii): Assume thatM contains an elliptic maximal torus T of H and set T :“ RE{FTE .
Then we have AM Ă AT and AT is θ-split (as pAθT q
0 is a split torus contained in T and so is
trivial) from which it follows that AM is also θ-split.
(iii)ñ (iv): Assume that AM is θ-split. Then, M is θ-split since it is the centralizer of AM .
Moreover θ acts on AM as ´Id thus sending any positive chamber A
`
P corresponding to
P P PpMq to its opposite. This shows that PpMq “ PθpMq.
(iv)ñ (i): Assume that M is θ-split and PpMq “ PθpMq. In particular M is θ-stable and
since M comes by restriction of scalars from a subgroup of HE (as is any evi subgroup of
G), it follows that M “ RE{FME i.e. M is a twisted Levi. It only remains to show that
M is elliptic. Assume, by way of contradiction, that it is not the case i.e. AM ‰ t1u. Then
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there exists a parabolic P P PpMq such that HMpAMpF qq contains a nonzero element of
the closure of the positive chamber associated to P . Since this element is θ-fixed and the
intersection of the closures of the positive chambers associated to P and P (the parabolic
subgroup opposite to P ) is reduced to t0u we cannot have θpP q “ P thus contradicting the
fact that PpMq “ PθpMq. 
Let P0 be a minimal θ-split parabolic subgroup of G. We claim that P0 is also a minimal
parabolic subgroup of G (hence a Borel subgroup since G is quasi-split).
Proof: Let B be a Borel subgroup of G. Since two minimal θ-split parabolic subgroups are
always GpF q-conjugate ([26] Proposition 4.9), it suffices to show the existence of g P GpF q
such that gBg´1 is θ-split. Over the algebraic closure we have GF » HF ˆ HF with θ
exchanging the two copies. Since B is in the same class as its opposite Borel this shows the
existence of g1 P GpF q such that g1BF g
´1
1 is θ-split. Then, the set U :“ HFg1BF is a Zariski
open subset of GF with the property that for all g P U the Borel gBFg
´1 is θ-split. Since
GpF q is dense in G for the Zariski topology ([20], Exp XIV, 6.5, 6.7) we can find g P GpF qXU
and it has the desired property. 
Set T0 :“ P0 X θpP0q, Amin :“ AT0 , A0 :“ Amin,θ and denote by ∆min and ∆0 the sets of
simple roots of Amin and A0 in P0. All the parabolic subgroups that we will consider in this
section will be standard with respect to P0 (i.e. contain P0) and when we write P “MU for
such a parabolic subgroup we always mean that U is the unipotent radical andM the unique
Levi component containing T0. We have a natural projection ∆min ։ ∆0 and θ naturally
acts on RpAmin, Gq sending ∆min to ´∆min. Let ∆´ be the set of simple roots α P ∆min such
that θpαq “ ´α. It can be identified with a subset of ∆0 through he projection ∆min ։ ∆0
(i.e. the restriction of this projection to ∆´ is injective). Let I Ă ∆´. We will denote by
PI “ MIUI the unique parabolic subgroup containing P0 such that the set of simple roots
of Amin in MI X P0 is precisely ∆min ´ I. Then PI is θ-split and we have MI “ PI X θpPIq.
Moreover, asA˚MI is generated by the restrictions of the roots in I, θ acts as ´Id on this space
showing that AMI is θ-split and thus by point (ii) of the previous lemma thatMI :“MIXH
is an elliptic twisted Levi subgroup of H . Let Hab be the quotient of HpF q by the common
kernel of all the Galoisian characters χ of HpF q. It is an abelian group and for all I Ă ∆´
we will denote by MI,ab the image of MIpF q in Hab.
Define C as the set of pairs pM, P q with M an elliptic twisted Levi subgroup of H and
P P PpMq where M :“ RE{FME and D as the set of triples pT,M, P q with pM, P q P C and
T ĂM an elliptic maximal torus. We let C and D denote the HpF q-conjugacy classes in C
and D respectively. We say that two pairs pM, P q, pM1, P 1q P C are stably conjugate, and
we will write pM, P q „stab pM1, P 1q, if there exists h P HpF q such that hMFh
´1 “M1
F
and
hPFh
´1 “ P 1
F
. Write C{stab for the set of stable conjugacy classes in C. We let TellpHq be
a set of representatives of the HpF q-conjugacy classes of elliptic maximal tori in H . Finally
for all P “MU Ą P0 and all T P TellpHq, we define
ΓMpT q :“
 
γ P GpF q; γ´1Tγ ĂM
(
{MpF q
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Proposition 5.4.1 (i) For all T P TellpHq, all P “MU Ě P0 and all γ P ΓMpT q we have
pT, γMγ´1 XH, γPγ´1q P D;
(ii) The map
ğ
TPTellpHq
ğ
P0ĎP“MU
ΓMpT q Ñ D
γ P ΓMpT q ÞÑ pT, γMγ
´1 XH, γPγ´1q
(which is well-defined by (i)) is surjective and the fiber over pT,M, P q P D is of cardi-
nality |W pH, T q||W pM, T q|´1.
(iii) For all pM, P q P C the fiber of the map C Ñ C{stab containing pM, P q is of cardinality
|ker1pF ;M, Hq|.
(iv) For all pM, P q, pM1, P 1q P C we have pM, P q „stab pM
1, P 1q if and only if P and P 1
are in the same class and the map I Ď ∆´ ÞÑ pMI , PIq P C{stab is a bijection.
(v) Let pM, P q, pM1, P 1q P C be such that pM, P q „stab pM
1, P 1q. Then, for every Galoisian
character χ of HpF q we have χ|M “ 1 if and only if χ|M1 “ 1, where we have denoted
by χ|M and χ|M1 the restrictions of χ to MpF q and M
1pF q respectively.
(vi) We have the following identity in RpHabq:ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I||ker1pF ;MI , Hq|Ind
Hab
MI,ab
p1q “ ωH,E
where ωH,E : Hab Ñ t˘1u is Prasad’s character (see §5.2).
Proof:
(i) For all T P TellpHq, all P “ MU Ą P0 and all γ P ΓMpT q, the subgroup γMγ´1 XH
contains an elliptic maximal torus of H (namely T ) and thus by Lemma 5.4.1 is an
elliptic twisted Levi subgroup. This shows that pT, γMγ´1 XH, γPγ´1q P D.
(ii) Let pT,M, P q P D. Up to conjugation we may assume that T P TellpHq. As P0 is a
minimal parabolic subgroup of G, there exist γ P GpF q such that γ´1Pγ Ą P0 and
γ´1RE{FMEγ Ą T0. This shows the surjectivity. The claim about the cardinality of
the fibers is a consequence of the two following facts:
(5.4.1) Let T, T 1 P TellpHq, P “ MU Ą P0, P 1 “ M 1U 1 Ą P0, γ P ΓMpT q and
γ1 P ΓM 1pT
1q. Then the two triples pT, γMγ´1 X H, γPγ´1q and pT 1, γM 1γ´1 X
H, γP 1γ´1q are HpF q-conjugate if and only if T “ T 1, M “ M 1, P “ P 1 and
γ1 P NormHpF qpT qγMpF q.
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(5.4.2) Let T P TellpHq, P “MU Ą P0 and γ P ΓMpT q. Then, the image of the map
NormHpF qpT q Ñ ΓMpT q
h ÞÑ hγ
is of cardinality |W pH, T q||W pM, T q|´1 where M :“ γMγ´1 XH .
Proof of 5.4.1: Assume that pT, γMγ´1XH, γPγ´1q and pT 1, γM 1γ´1XH, γP 1γ´1q are
HpF q-conjugate. By definition of TellpHq we have T “ T 1 and since P and P 1 are both
standard with respect to P0 we also have P “ P 1 and M “ M 1. Thus there exists
h P HpF q such that
hpT,M, γPγ´1qh´1 “ pT,M1, γPγ1
´1
q
where M :“ γMγ´1 XH and M1 :“ γ1Mγ1´1 XH . This equality immediately implies
that h P NormHpF qpT q. Moreover, since γMγ´1 “ RE{FME and γ1Mγ1
´1 “ RE{FM
1
E
we also have hγMγ´1h´1 “ γ1Mγ1´1 and hγPγ´1h´1 “ γ1Pγ1´1 proving that γ1´1hγ
normalizes both M and P i.e. γ1 P hγMpF q and hence γ1 P NormHpF qpT qγMpF q. This
proves one direction of the claim the other being obvious.
Proof of 5.4.2: As |W pH, T q||W pM, T q|´1 is the cardinality of the quotient
NormHpF qpT q{NormMpF qpT q
it suffices to show that for all h, h1 P NormHpF qpT q we have hγ “ h1γ in ΓMpT q if and
only if h1´1h P MpF q. But as M “ γMγ´1 X H this immediately follows from the
definition of ΓMpT q.
(iii) This follows from a standard cohomological argument by noticing that M is the nor-
malizer of the pair pM, P q in H .
(iv) If pM, P q „stab pM1, P 1q then in particular P and P 1 are conjugate in GpF q and thus
are in the same class (i.e. are GpF q-conjugate). Conversely, assume that P and P 1 are
in the same class and setM :“ RE{FME,M 1 :“ RE{FM1E. Then, there exists g P GpF q
such that gPg´1 “ P 1 and gMg´1 “ M 1. Let P and P
1
be the parabolic subgroups
opposite to P and P 1 with respect to M and M 1 respectively. Then gPg´1 “ P
1
and
since θpP q “ P , θpP 1q “ P
1
, θpMq “M and θpM 1q “M 1 we also have
θpgqPθpgq´1 “ θpgPg´1q “ P
1
and
θpgqMθpgq´1 “ θpgMg´1q “M 1
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Therefore g´1θpgq normalizes both M and P and thus g´1θpgq PMpF q. Since the map
MpF q Ñ tm PMpF q; θpmq “ m´1u
m ÞÑ m´1θpmq
is surjective, there exist m P MpF q and h P HpF q such that g “ hm. We have
hPFh
´1 “ P 1
F
and hMFh
´1 “ M1
F
showing that pM, P q and pM1, P 1q are stably
conjugate. This shows the first part of (iv). Notice that for all P P PθpM0q with
P Ą P0 the torus AM , where M :“ P X θpP q, is θ-split if and only if P “ PI for some
I Ă ∆´. Hence, the second part of (iv) follows from the first and Lemma 5.4.1 since
every class of parabolic subgroups contains a unique element which is standard with
respect to P0.
(v) We need to show that Mab “M1ab. Let Hsc be the simply connected cover of H and
π1pHq be the kernel of the projection Hsc Ñ H . Then we have Hab “ H1pF, π1pHqq.
LetMsc andM1sc denote the inverse images ofM andM
1 in Hsc. From the short exact
sequences 1 Ñ π1pHq ÑMsc ÑM Ñ 1 and 1 Ñ π1pHq ÑM1sc ÑM
1 Ñ 1, we get
exact sequences 1ÑMab Ñ Hab Ñ H1pF,Mscq and 1 ÑM1ab Ñ Hab Ñ H
1pF,M1scq.
Thus, we need to show that Ker pHab Ñ H1pF,Mscqq “ Ker pHab Ñ H1pF,M1scqq. By
hypothesis, there exists h P HpF q such that hMFh
´1 “ M1
F
and hPFh
´1 “ P 1
F
. Set
M :“ RE{FME andM 1 :“ RE{FM1E. Then, we also have hMFh
´1 “M 1
F
and it follows
that for all σ P ΓF we have hσh´1 P HpF q XM 1pF q “ M1pF q. Choose hsc P HscpF q
which lifts h. Then, there is a bijection ι : H1pF,Mscq » H1pF,M1scq given at the level
of cocycles by
c ÞÑ
`
σ P ΓF ÞÑ hsccpσq
σh´1sc
˘
Let c0 be the 1-cocycle σ P ΓF ÞÑ hscσh´1sc P M
1
scpF q and denote by rc0s its class in
H1pF,M1scq. Then ι ´ rc0s : H
1pF,Mscq » H
1pF,M1scq is a bijection of pointed sets
(and even an isomorphism of abelian groups) making the following square commute
Hab // H
1pF,Mscq
≀

Hab // H
1pF,M1scq
This immediately implies that the kernels of the upper and bottom arrows are identical.
(vi) Let I Ă ∆´ and denote byMI,sc the inverse image ofMI in Hsc. Then, from the short
exact sequence 1Ñ π1pHq ÑMI,sc ÑMI Ñ 1 we get an exact sequence
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1ÑMI,ab Ñ Hab Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq Ñ H
1pF,MIq Ñ H
2pF, π1pHqq
By [32] the natural connecting map H1pF,Hq Ñ H2pF, π1pHqq is an isomorphism and
it follows that the previous exact sequence can be rewritten as
1ÑMI,ab Ñ Hab Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq Ñ ker
1pF ;MI , Hq Ñ 1
From this exact sequence, we deduce the following equality in RpHabq:
|ker1pF ;MI , Hq|Ind
Hab
MI,ab
p1q “ ResHabI Ind
I
1p1q(5.4.3)
where ResHabI denotes the restriction functor with respect to the morphism Hab Ñ
H1pF,MI,scq and IndI1 denotes the induction functor with respect to the morphism
1 Ñ H1pF,MI,scq. Moreover the morphism H1pF,M∆´,scq Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq induced
by the inclusion M∆´ ĂMI , makes the following square commute
Hab // H
1pF,M∆´,scq

Hab // H
1pF,MI,scq
Hence, we have a factorization ResHabI “ Res
Hab
∆´
˝Res
∆´
I where Res
∆´
I denotes the re-
striction functor with respect to the morphism H1pF,M∆´,scq Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq. Com-
bining this with 5.4.3, we get the identity
ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I||ker1pF ;MI , Hq|Ind
Hab
MI,ab
p1q “ ResHab∆´
˜ ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I|Res∆´I Ind
I
1p1q
¸(5.4.4)
To continue, we need to compute the groups H1pF,MI,scq and the morphisms
H1pF,M∆´,scq Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq
explicitly for all I Ă ∆´. Let T0,sc and P0,sc denote the inverse image of T0 and P0 in
Gsc :“ RE{FHsc,E. Since T0,sc is θ-stable, there exists a maximal torus T0,sc of H such
that T0,sc “ RE{FT0,sc,E. Moreover, there exists a Borel subgroup P0,sc of Hsc,E such
that P0,sc “ RE{FP0,sc. In what follows, we fix an algebraic closure F of F containing
E and we set ΓE :“ GalpF {Eq. Let ∆min,F be the set of simple roots of T0,sc,F in
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P0,sc,F . It is a subset of X
˚
F
pT0,scq which is ΓE-stable (as P0,sc is defined over E) and
we have a natural surjection ∆min,F ։ ∆min (obtained by restriction to the maximal
split subtorus of T0,sc,E) whose fibers are precisely the ΓE-orbits in ∆min,F . For all
β P ∆min,F , we will denote by ̟β P X
˚
F
pT0,scq the corresponding weight and for all
α P ∆min we define
̟α :“
ÿ
βP∆
min,F
;β ÞÑα
̟β
where the sum is over the set of simple roots β P ∆min,F mapping to α through the
projection ∆min,F ։ ∆min. We always have ̟α P X
˚
EpT0,scq but we warn the reader
that in general ̟α is NOT the weight associated to the simple root α in the usual sense
(although it is proportional to it). Let I Ă ∆´. For all α P I the character ̟α extends
to MI,sc,F and is defined over E and thus gives rise to a character RE{FMI,sc,E Ñ
RE{FGm,E . Since θp̟αq “ ´̟α, this last character induces a morphism MI,sc Ñ
KerNE{F that we will also denote by ̟α. Consider the torus TI :“
`
KerNE{F
˘I
and
the morphism
κI :“ p̟αqαPI :MI,sc Ñ TI
Then we claim that
(5.4.5) The induced map H1pκIq : H1pF,MI,scq Ñ H1pF, TIq is an isomorphism.
Let MI,sc,der be the derived subgroup of MI,sc and set
T 1I :“MI,sc{MI,sc,der
Then, we have an exact sequence
H1pF,MI,sc,derq Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq Ñ H
1pF, T 1Iq
and H1pF,MI,sc,derq is trivial by [32] since MI,sc,der is simply connected. Moreover the
morphism H1pF,MI,scq Ñ H1pF, T 1Iq is surjective. Indeed, if T ĂMI,sc is a maximal
elliptic torus (which exists by [33] p.271) then the kernel of the projection T Ñ T 1I is
a maximal anisotropic torus of MI,sc,der and thus by Tate-Nakayama duality its H2
vanishes and the morphism H1pF, T q Ñ H1pF, T 1Iq, which obviously factorizes through
H1pF,MI,scq, is surjective. Therefore, the morphism H1pF,MI,scq Ñ H1pF, T 1Iq is an
isomorphism and it only remains to show that the natural map H1pF, T 1Iq Ñ H
1pF, TIq
is also an isomorphism. Let T 2I be the kernel of the projection T
1
I Ñ TI . Then T
2
I is
connected since it is a quotient of the common kernel of all the ̟α’s, α P I, which is
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a connected group (this follows from the fact that t̟α;α P Iu generates X˚EpMI,scq).
Therefore, T 2I is an anisotropic torus (since T
1
I is) and by Tate-Nakayama duality again
we just need to prove the injectivity of H1pF, T 1Iq Ñ H
1pF, TIq or, equivalently, that the
map H1pF, T 2I q Ñ H
1pF, T 1Iq has trivial image. We have norm maps N : RE{FT
1
I,E Ñ T
1
I
and N : RE{FT 2I,E Ñ T
2
I giving rise to a commuting square
H1pF, T 2I q // H
1pF, T 1Iq
H1pF,RE{FT
2
I,Eq //
N
OO
H1pF,RE{FT
1
I,Eq
N
OO
Since TI,E » GIm,E is the maximal split torus quotient ofMI,sc,E, the torus RE{FT
2
I,E is
anisotropic and therefore so is the kernel of the norm map RE{FT 2I,E Ñ T
2
I (which is au-
tomatically connected). Hence, by Tate-Nakayama again, the map H1pF,RE{FT 2I,Eq Ñ
H1pF, T 2I q is surjective and it follows, by the above commuting square, that to con-
clude we only need to show that H1pF,RE{FT 1I,Eq is trivial. By an argument simi-
lar to what we have done before, the map H1pF,MI,scq Ñ H1pF,RE{FT 1I,Eq, where
MI,sc :“ RE{FMI,sc,E, is surjective. Since MI,sc is a Levi subgroup of Gsc, the map
H1pF,MI,scq Ñ H
1pF,Gscq has trivial kernel and by [32] it follows that H1pF,MI,scq “
1. Hence, H1pF,RE{FT 1I,Eq “ 1 also and this ends the proof of 5.4.5.
By 5.4.5, we have isomorphisms
H1pF,MI,scq » H
1pF, TIq » pZ{2Zq
I(5.4.6)
for all I Ă ∆´ such that the maps H1pF,M∆´,scq Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq correspond to the
natural projections
pZ{2Zq∆´ Ñ pZ{2ZqI
peαqαP∆´ ÞÑ peαqαPI
We can now compute the right hand side of 5.4.4. For all I Ă ∆´, let AI denote
the kernel of the projection H1pF,M∆´,scq Ñ H
1pF,MI,scq. In particular we have
AH “ H
1pF,M∆´,scq » pZ{2Zq
∆´ and AI is the subgroup pZ{2Zq
∆´zI . For all I Ă ∆´
we have
Res
∆´
I Ind
I
1p1q “
ÿ
χPIrrpAHq;χ|AI“1
χ
where IrrpAHq denotes the set of characters of AH. Thus the sum
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ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I|Res∆´I Ind
I
1p1q
is equal to
ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I|
ÿ
χPIrrpAHq;χ|AI“1
χ “
ÿ
χPIrrpAHq
¨˝ ÿ
IĂ∆´;χ|AI“1
p´1q|∆´´I|‚˛χ
Let χ P IrrpAHq. By the above description of the subgroups AI Ă AH, we see that
AI ` AJ “ AIXJ for all I, J Ă ∆´. Hence there exists a smallest subset Iχ Ă ∆´ such
that χ|AIχ “ 1 and we haveÿ
IĂ∆´;χ|AI“1
p´1q|∆´´I| “
ÿ
IχĂIĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I|
This sum is zero unless Iχ “ ∆´ in which case it is equal to 1. Using again the
explicit determination of the subgroups AI Ă AH, it is easy to see that there is only
one character χ P IrrpAHq with Iχ “ ∆´, namely the character ω defined (via the
isomorphism 5.4.6) by
pZ{2Zq∆´ Ñ t˘1u
peαqαP∆´ ÞÑ p´1q
ř
αP∆´
eα
Therefore by 5.4.4, we get
ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1q|∆´´I||ker1pF ;MI , Hq|Ind
Hab
MI,ab
p1q “ ResHab∆´ pωq
and it only remains to show that ResHab∆´ pωq “ ωH,E. Set
ρ :“
ÿ
αP∆min
̟α “
ÿ
βP∆
min,F
̟β, ρ1 :“
ÿ
αP∆´
̟α and ρ2 :“
ÿ
αP∆minz∆´
̟α
Then, by restriction ρ, ρ1 and ρ2 define three morphisms π1pHq Ñ KerNE{F . By
definition, ωH,E and Res
Hab
∆´
pωq are the morphisms
Hab “ H
1pF, π1pHqq Ñ H
1pF,KerNE{F q » t˘1u
induced by ρ and ρ1 respectively. Thus it suffices to show that the morphism
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H1pρ2q : H
1pF, π1pHqq Ñ H
1pF,KerNE{F q
induced by ρ2 is trivial. By definition of ∆´ we can find a subset S Ă ∆minz∆´
such that ∆minz∆´ “ S \ ´θpSq (disjoint union). For all α P S, the character ̟α
induces a morphism π1pHq Ñ RE{FGm,E » RE{F pKerNE{F qE . By the decomposition
∆minz∆´ “ S \´θpSq, we see that H1pρ2q is the composition ofÿ
αPS
H1p̟αq : H
1pF, π1pHqq Ñ H
1pF,RE{F pKerNE{F qEq
with the norm map H1pF,RE{F pKerNE{F qEq Ñ H1pF,KerNE{F q. By Hilbert 90, we
have
H1pF,RE{F pKerNE{F qEq “ 1
and thus H1pρ2q “ 0. This ends the proof of the proposition. 
5.5 Reminder on the Steinberg representation
Fix a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 of G with Levi decomposition P0 “ M0U0. Then, the
Steinberg representation of GpF q is by definition the following virtual representation
StpGq :“
ÿ
P0ĂP“MU
p´1qaM´aM0 iGP pδ
1{2
P q
where iGP denotes the functor of normalized parabolic induction. It follows from [13] that
StpGq is in fact a true representation of GpF q which is moreover irreducible and square-
integrable. Obviously, the Steinberg representation has trivial central character. Moreover,
if Gad denotes the adjoint group of G then StpGq is the pullback of StpGadq by the projection
GpF q Ñ GadpF q. For all x P GregpF q and all P “MU Ą P0, let us set
ΓMpxq :“ tγ P GpF q; γ
´1xγ PMpF qu{MpF q
Then, the character ΘStpGq of StpGq is given by the following formula ([24] Theorem 30)
DGpxq1{2ΘStpGqpxq “
ÿ
P0ĂP“MU
p´1qaM´aM0
ÿ
γPΓM pxq
DMpγ´1xγq1{2δP pγ
´1xγq1{2(5.5.1)
for all x P GregpF q. In particular, we have
ΘStpGqpxq “ p´1q
aG´aM0(5.5.2)
for all x P GpF qell
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The representation StpGq is stable: this follows from the fact that parabolic induction
sends stable distributions to stable distributions. Let H 1 be another connected reductive
group over F and ψH : HF » H
1
F
be an inner twisting. Following notations of §5.3 we
define G1 :“ RE{FH 1E and the inner twisting ψ
G : GF » G
1
F
. Let P 10 “ M
1
0N
1
0 be a minimal
parabolic subgroup of G1. Since transfer is compatible with parabolic induction we have that
p´1qaM0 StpGq and p´1q
a
M 1
0 StpG1q are transfer of each other. Moreover, in our situation we
have p´1q
aM0´aM 10 “ 1. Indeed, by the main result of [34] we have p´1q
aM0´aM 10 “ epGqepG1q
where epGq and epG1q are the so-called Kottwitz signs of G and G1 respectively and it follows
from points (4) and (5) of the Corollary of loc.cit. that epGq “ epHq2 “ 1 and epG1q “
epH 1q2 “ 1. Thus,we have that
(5.5.3) StpGq and StpG1q are transfer of each other.
5.6 Harish-Chandra’s orthogonality relations for discrete series
Let π and σ be essentially square-integrable representations of HpF q with central characters
coinciding on AHpF q. Then, we have the following orthogonality relation between the char-
acters of π and σ_ (the smooth contragredient of σ) which is due to Harish-Chandra (see
[14] Theorem 3): ż
ΓellpHq
DHpxqΘπpxqΘσ_pxqdx “
"
1 if π » σ
0 otherwise
where the measure on ΓellpHq is the one introduced in §5.1. These relations can be seen as
an analog of Theorem 5.1.1 in the case where E “ F ˆ F . Let χ be a continuous character
of HpF q. In the particular case where π “ StpHq and σ “ StpHq b χ, by §5.5.2 we get the
relation
ż
ΓellpHq
DHpxqχpxqdx “
"
1 if χ “ 1
0 otherwise
(5.6.1)
Indeed if χ is nontrivial then StpHq b χ fi StpHq since StpHq and StpHq b χ have different
cuspidal supports.
5.7 Second application: multiplicity of the Steinberg representation
Theorem 5.7.1 For every Galoisian character χ of HpF q we have
mpStpGq, χq “
"
1 if χ “ ωH,E
0 otherwise
Proof: Let χ be a Galoisian character of HpF q. If the restriction of χ to the center of HpF q
is nontrivial then obviously mpStpGq, χq “ 0 since StpGq has trivial central character. We
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assume now that χ restricted to the center of HpF q is trivial. Let Had be the adjoint group
of H and set Gad :“ RE{FHad,E . Let HpF qad denote the image of HpF q by the projection
HpF q Ñ HadpF q (i.e. the quotient HpF q{ZHpF q). Then, since StpGq is the pullback of
StpGadq to GpF q, by Frobenius reciprocity we have
mpStpGq, χq “ dimHomHpF qadpStpGq, χq “ dimHomHadpF qpStpGadq, Ind
HadpF q
HpF qad
χq
The representation IndHadpF q
HpF qad
χ is a multiplicity-free sum of Galoisian characters containing
ωHad,E if and only if χ “ ωH,E. This shows that the statement of the theorem for Had implies
the statement of the theorem for H . Thus, we may assume that H is adjoint. Moreover,
by §5.5.3 and Theorem 5.3.1, up to replacing H by its quasi-split inner form, we may also
assume that H is quasi-split. We will now use freely the notations introduced in §5.4. By
Theorem 5.1.1 and §5.5.1, we have
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
TPTellpHq
|W pH, T q|´1
ÿ
P0ĎP“MU
p´1qaM´aM0
ÿ
γPΓM pT q
ż
T pF q
DMpγ´1tγq1{2χptq´1dt
(Note that we have δP pγ´1tγq “ 1 for all γ and t as in the expression above since γ´1tγ is a
compact element). By Proposition 5.4.1(ii), it follows that
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
pM,P qPC
p´1qaM´aM0
ż
ΓellpMq
DMpxqχpxq´1dx
where for all pM, P q P C we have set aM :“ aM with M :“ RE{FME. Thus, by 5.6.1 we
also have
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
pM,P qPC
p´1qaM´aM0 pχ|M, 1q
where χ|M denotes the restriction of χ toMpF q and p., .q denotes the natural scalar product
on the space of virtual characters of Mab. By Proposition 5.4.1(iii), (iv) and (v), this can
be rewritten as
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1qaMI´aM0 |ker1pF ;MI , Hq|pχ|MI , 1q
By Frobenius reciprocity, it follows that
mpStpGq, χq “
ÿ
IĂ∆´
p´1qaMI´aM0 |ker1pF ;MI , Hq|pχ, Ind
Hab
MI,ab
1q
It is easy to see that p´1qaMI´aM0 “ p´1q|∆´´I| for all I Ă ∆´ and therefore by Proposition
5.4.1(vi) the last expression above is equal to 1 if χ “ ωH,E and 0 otherwise. 
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